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Technology helps people see the person behind a disease

..

By NATALIE NATALE
Staff Writer
Senior Jessica Mesker has a pen pal. A
course at UCF and the Internet brought
them together but they have become closer because of a deadly disease.
"Her own daughter doesn't even know
she has HIV," Mesker said. "She found
out she was infected 11 years ago when

her husband became sick and checked
into the hospital.
"He died 13 days later of AIDS. They
were married for 76 days and she was
seven-months pregnant when he died."
Mesker is enrolled in HSC 3591, HIV
Disease: A Human Concern, a course dedicated to educating students about the
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
the virus that causes acquired immune

deficiency syndrome (AIDS).
This undergraduate course in cardiopulmonary sciences covers topics such as
epidemiology, substance abuse, ethical
issues, immunology, transmission, sexuality, symptoms and statistics of this disease. As of 1997, there were 62,200
reported cases of AIDS in Florida.
The virus begins with infection and
passes through the asymptomatic stage,

the symptomatic stage and then develops
into AIDS. It attacks and breaks down the
body's immune system leaving the body
vulnerable to serious, often deadly infections.
Professor Sharon Douglass began the
course in 1985 with 12 women registered
for the class. Enrollment has since

See STUDENTS, Page 4

Econl ckhatchee uets cleaned
b the Environmental Societv

'
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By DANIEL F. McMULLAN
Staff Writer
The UCF Environmental Society
led 67 volunteers on a cleanup of
the Econlockhatchee River, which
contributed to the collection of
more than 400,000 pounds of trash.
The cleanup was part of the third
annual St. John's River Celebration
on March 21.
They picked up cans, bottles,
Styrofoam coolers, shoes and
pornographic video, according to
Kyle Purer, society member.
Dean Ahrens, an environmental
engineer, has been the president of
the Environmental Society for a
year. He grew up along the shores
of rivers.
"Slow lazy rivers," Ahrens said.
"I'm kind of fond of them, and the
St. John's River is certainly among
the laziest rivers in the world. It is
the longest river in Florida."
Ahrens said the St. John's River is
310 miles long and 30 feet deep.
The Econlockhatchee, Wekiva and
Ocklawaha rivers are the major
tributaries to St. John's.
UCF is centered in the

Special to the FUTURE

David Hernandez will be remembered for his humor in the classroom and dedication to his students.

UCF loses a
good friend,
good teacher
l

By LORI CARTER
Staff Writer
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David E. Hernandez, College of
Education, died of pneumonia on
March 12 .
Dr. Rosie Webb-Joels, chapter
president of United Faculty of
Florida (FTU) spoke highly of
her friend.
"He was a gentleman and a
gentle man who had little tolerance for incompetence, laziness
and duplicity (lying to cover
Special to the FUTURE
things up)," Webb-Joels said.
Members of the Environmental Society help clean the Econlockhatchee River as part of the St.
According to Webb-Joels,
See VOLUNTEERS, Page 4
John's River Cleanup Project.
Hernandez wore many hats at
UCF.
- He was a charter-chair faculty
member, FTU first chaii, FTU
faculty Senate member for 30
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Engineering students help NASA clean its ground water
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Puppet master

Mercury Rising

Last chance

Ventriloquist Jeff Dunham to exibit
his talents at the UCF Arena.
- Page 12

Surprise! Bruce Willis is in a new
action movie.
- Page 10

Culpepper has one more chance
to win the Black and Gold game.
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Cars aimed at college students and their wallets
By OLIVIA K. CURNOW
Managing Editor
SEOUL-If you're in the market for a new car, you may want
to wait until the summer. That's
when you have the opportunity
to drive a car free for six months.
Daewoo Corp., a Korea-based
industry that manufactures automobiles, ships, tankers and televisions, is releasing a new line of
cars into the United States in
August. The three cars, Lanos,
Nubira and Leganza, are aimed
at the college market, according
to Daewoo Chairman Kim WooChoong.
Because the company will not
advertise through traditional
means of television and newspapers, they have developed the
"Ride and Buy" program.
Through this program, interested
buyers can apply for the short or
long term test drives. Criteria
include a driver's license and no
µistory of DUis or other serious
traffic violations.
The test drives will give
prospective consumers the
opportunity to drive one of the
cars free of charge, with the
insurance provided by Daewoo.
One thousand cars will be available for the program. The short

term will last one week and the
long term test drive lasts six
months. The drivers are expected
to report on others' opinions of
the cars every week, thus
enhancing their word-of-mouth
ad campaign.
"We want to invite people to
test drive our cars," said J.C.
Park, one of four regional managers in the U.S. "We want to let
them understand that there are
cars at an affordable price."
Park realizes the problems that
may b_ecome associated with the
program. Either Daewoo must
set stricter guidelines for eligibility or provide more cars for the
program.
"There must be misuse of
opportunity, we expect that," he
said. "But, we have to take that
risk. I think after a couple of
tries, most people will appreciate
the opportunities."
The Daewoo stores will open in
Los Angeles, Atlanta, Chicago
and New Jersey, then expand to
major Florida cities, such as
Miami, Tampa and Orlando.

LANOS
My first test drive was the
Lanos, the smallest car in the
line-up. With an appearance similar to the Honda Civic

Hatchback or the Geo Metro, the
exterior of the Lanos was, for
lack of a better word, "fun and
s_porty." However, the 1nterior
left much to be desired. The
patches of lime-green, mauve
and gray design was unsettling
on the eye. I thought it was too
flashy for my tastes, and nearly
everyone I spoke to agreed.
The drive was a good one,
though. The Lanos doesn't have
much pick-up, but it's pretty easy
to maneuver. Because of its size,
though, I was more than careful
with the amount of maneuvering
I did-I was afraid I'd flip over
on my side. Also, the rear of the
car was unusually high, presenting a foreseeable problem with
children or animals passing from
behind as you put your car in
reverse.
_ "I liked the Lanos the best,"
said Rick Wong, a student at
University of California-Los
Angeles. "It's a fun car, it's cute.
When I drove it, I felt like I could
really get around and go crazy
driving."
The Lanos is expected to sell
for $10,000 to $12,000.

NUB IRA
The Nubira was, I. must admit,
my absolute favorite. Reminding

me of the Ford Escort or the
Toyota Tercel, it was the easiest
of the .three to drive. It had
speedy pick-up, and when making quick turns, I didn't feel like
I was going to get thrown to the
other side of the·car.
Unfortunately, the interior did
not suit my tastes once again, but
was much tamer than the Lanos.
Both the front and back seats
were very roomy and comfortable.
"It had decent power," said
Devon Kirschbaum, a graduating
senior at California State
University.
"I noticed
the
European suspension is a lot
stiffer than American suspension. The interior was kind of
boring, there was nothing special
about the interior, the instrument
panel was run-of-the-mill."
2.0 liter engine, 133 hp.
The Nubira is expected to sell
for $14,000 to $16,000.

LEGANZA
The Leganza was classy. It
resembles the Toyota Camry or
the Honda Accord. The leather,
roomy interior was the most
comfortable in the lineup. The
ride was smooth and stable, not
as jolted or quick as the other
cars.

"I love the Leganza," said
Grace Jang, a student at
University of California-San
Diego. "I would definitely buy it,
if I had enough money. Due to
financial reasons, though, I
would probably opt for one of
the other cars first, then buy 'the
Leganza once I get into my
career."
2.0 liter engine, 134 hp.
The Leganza is expected to sell
for $17,000 to $20,000.
Despite the heavy competition
in the automobile industry,
Daewoo expects to be one of the
top ten automakers in the world
by the tum of the century.
"We understand our position,
we are newcomers, and we have
to start from the bottom," Park
said. "We are challenging to
establish a status quo. This will
bring a sound and healthy competition to the market. After
Daewoo, we cannot see any
other manufacturer in the world
big enough to enter (the U.S.)
market."
Olivia Curnow was one of eight
college students from the U.S.
invited to preview the new
Daewoo line in Korea.

•
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The Lanos (bottom left) is a ''fun" car for first-time buyers. The Nubira (top right)
is practical and easy to drive, similar to the Toyota Tercel. The Leganza (right) is
roomy and offers a smooth ride.
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Grants given to develop preventive drugs
•
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By GWEN R. RHODES
Staff Writer
The UCF Center for
Diagnostics
and
Drug
Development
(CD3)
has
awarded its first grants to six
faculty -researchers in their
efforts to develop new drugs
and new testing procedures for
life-threatening diseases.
The grant recipients represent
UCF's chemistry, microbiology and molecular biology
departments: Dr. Saleh Naser,
Dr. Otto Phanstiel, Dr. Karl
Chai, Dr. Ratna Chakrabarti,
Dr. Cristina Fernandez-Val1e
and Dr. Harry Price. '
"We have three goals in mind
for CD3," said Dr. Howard
Miles, CD3 co-director. "We
want to improve the education
and training of our students,
promote community development of a local biotechnology
industry and establish UCF as
a major presence in healthrelated research in a way that
will help not only the growing
population of Central Florida
but the entire health care industry."
The center w~s established in
the fall of 1997 to focus on the
discovering, designing, developing and testing of drugs to
fight cancer, cardiological dis-

eases, infectious diseases and
neurological disorders.
The $13,000 grants are the
first step in making the center's
long term goals a reality. The
grants will enable existing
research underway by UCF
faculty to develop on the next
level. In some cases, the grants
will allow the projects to continue over the summer months
when the faculty · researchers
might otherwise be off.
The CD3's purpose to help
Central Floridians in particular
was decided based on two
major factors .
The first factor is Florida's
large and growing retirement
population. Since the incidence
of cancer is known to increase
with age, an increasing number
of Floridians are at risk of
being diagnosed with cancer.
In fact, 5,000 new ·cancer
patients receive treatment each
year in the Orlando area.
The second factor is due to
Florida's position as a primary
entry point for new immigrants
which · contributes to an
increasing incidence of tropical and other infectious diseases, according to Miles.
The research underway at
UCF will open the way for
commercial . development of
new drug treatments.

"Our research will go a lot
further than CD3," said Price,
who holds a doctorate degree
in chemistry.
Price is working on the development of fluorescence-based
assays for the detection of
inhibitors of DNA directed
enzymes.
His project will speed the
screening of potential drugs by
working on methods that
would allow more efficient
detection of substances which
inhibit the growth of pathogenic organisms and cancerous
cells. Price said he has been
working on the concept for
more than two years .
"This grant means that I am
now provided with the funds
that I need to start these experiments," Price said. "It will
allow me to support a student
to perform supervised research
so that we can get this project
past its initial phases.
"We will be able to actually
set up and demonstrate that our
new design does work."
Naser is working on a project
which involves looking in tropical plants for drugs which are
active against the germs associated with tuberculosis.
These pathogens are increasingly resistant to existing drugs
and there is a constant need for

new drugs to replace them.
Fernandez-Va11e's project,
Characterization
of
the
Neurofibromatosis type 2 gene
products expressed by normal
rat Schwann cells, could lead
to new treatments for nervous
system tumors.
Chai is working to establish a
new way to diagnose breast
cancer by analyzing chemicals
called "proteinase" in the cancer cells. This will also help
doctors make a prognosis for a
patient and plan treatment.
In other cancer-related projects, Chakrabarti is studying
two human genes which may
speed the diagnosis of prostate
cancer.
Phanstiel is working on a
chemical which will deliver
cancer-killing medicine just to
the cancer c"ell avoiding damage to surrounding healthy · tissue .
"I am working to develop a
cancer drug that will selectively deliver the drug to the cancer cell," Phanstiel said.
"Because one of the biggest
problems with current cancer
therapies like chemotherapy is
that the drugs attack healthy
cells as well as the cancer
cells."
Phanstiel said his project is in
the developmental stage.

"We have just finished producing the first four drug candidates and are evaluating their
ability to accomplish their
task," Phanstiel said.
According to Miles, the
growth of CD3 will also
improve the education and
training of UCF students by
enhancing current graduate
programs and creating new
doctorate programs.
"It will also give our students
more opportunities for internships and for getting jobs in the
area after graduation," Miles
said.
With the formation of the
center, UCF hopes to become
closer to its goal of Research I
university status.
Research I is the highest rating in the country and is determined by the number of federal research dollars a university
generates and the number of
doctoral level programs it
offers.
The UCF center is unique in
the nation by including diagnostic and drug development in
an academic setting.
The only other institute,
which is somewhat similar in
regard to identifying pharmaceutical leads, is located in the
school of pharmacy at the
University of Mississippi.

Student Government Senate Allocations

•

3/1/98 to 3/31 /98

Bill#

30-59
30-67
JO-71

.10-72
Total

0 rganization Namc

PuqJOsc

Senate Working Fund
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
ST ASSN OF BANGLADESH
DIVE CLUB

Amount

HOST-ING CONFERENCE
NATIONAL CONVENTION

$-U75 .00
$4.875.00

BANGLADESH NIGHT
FUEL

$4.250.00

Senate Working Fund

$300.00
$13,800.00

C & 0 - Otlice Su1,11lics

•
30-59A
30-60A
30-61A
Total

MSW ST ASSN
Pl SIGMA ALPHA
SOC OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

OFFICE SUPPLIES

$83 .50

Ol:?FICE SUPPLIES/COPY CARD
OFFICE SUPPLIES/COPY CARD

$92.78

C & 0 - Office Supplies

I

$118.55
$294.83

~
C & 0 - Travel

•

•

30-51

DJVE CLUB

30-66

RADIOLOGIC SCIENCES ST ORG

30-68

ARNOLD ALR SOC

•

$2.011.00
$1.760.00

$1 A75 .00

30-69

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

REGISTRATIONS
COMPETITION REGISTRATION

30-70R
30-7 l R

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB - BREVARD
MARIA LORNA KUNNATH

REGISTRATIONS
REGISTRATIONS

$450.00

30-72R
30-7-lR
30-76R
:i0-77R

FILIPINO ST ASSN
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLO
PHI THETA KAPPA
AM SOC OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

REGJ STRATIO NS
REGISTRATIONS
REGISTRATIONS
REGISTRATIONS

$315.00
$500.00

30-78R

Pl SIGMA ALPHA

REGISTRATJONS

Total

•

FL KEYS DJVE
REGISTRATION & TRAVEL

C & 0 - Travel

$1.335.00
$-l85.00

$700 .00
$500.00

$675.00
$10,226.00
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Students use internet, Volunteers get involved, made a difference
1
e-mail to communicate
From PAGE

FromPAGEl

climbed to include 210 male and female students.

"My goal as a teacher has always been to make a difference in student's lives," Douglass said. "I always
hope for positive changes."
In 1981, Douglass became intrigued by the disease,
which suppresses the immune system, after reading an
article about HIV from the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention_
In 1988, Florida passed the AIDS Omnibus Act.
Douglass was driven by the act to spend 15 hours each .
day giving HIV presentations to health professionals.
UCF's universal Internet and email access have been
incorporated into her course. Students are.now given the
option of developing an educational program about the
prevention HIV or receiving an IDV-positive. Internet
pen pal.
Students who choose to have an Internet pen pal are
required to interact with the friend at least twke a week
via email, direct instant message or ebat rooms.
Mesker has spoken to her pen ·pal over the telephone
but feels most comfortable communicating., with her on
the .Internet. Mesker's asympton,tatic pen-pal goes by the
pseudonym "Jersey Gire'
She has not disclosed her IDV status with. anyone
except for Me~ker and herimmediate family. This full~
time secretary ;taj{:es daily medication for
A?other mv-.positive pet} Pal; ··pPil.~\ltn," believe$ ~

mv.

the pen ,p~l .$4perience ,;acce~trat~s "tfi~ fJ.uman . ~e~~g~ ;
behind the ,~i$ea$e, •. .
· ,. ,./W:·'·v;:<, '",; , , '> .... 11~i !,::.L
..My• pen pal and I began. co~~~atiµg witH t~l1taT
tive polit~n~ss but that was quiFklY ,,replaced by a gel!~ .

uine and mutual enjoyment iiL getting to know one
anothert Phi,ltranm said. ·we are ffank with each other.
I didn't pull ally punches OU hei; ~~.~~t~y,}}eroin addic·/',

tion, and ~~~t.gaye m,e a ,glimp§e i~~t9rdle't;\elatiye' fis~ f
apd . 3ap.ge~ ~her life~t~
.1%(i .·. . •
Junior Kini )?eajaqijn .;tnd sv
,.~ ·AudreyWt ·n '· ::
, opted
dev~lop traditional .
tion~i pr{.\gr~ms~· rt
· Benjamin and Willett have or~ated ~calendar .filled.wit!; •J
pictures, s~tistics., events and po~m~ aboutAIDS.
· i
Douglass encourag~s freshu1ep, . to register for the "
fo ""

.•.

..

.

.

,

,

·.

t9

course.

"
•%i,s cl~s.,p~ned my eyes ~ . .Friticaldisease,,tqat ·
is affectinghny generation}' s2Ud s~p.for.MI1Y Naylor~

Econlockhatchee watershed.
''The fact that the UCF campus is
located in the Econlockhatchee
watershed tells us that the health of
this river depends upon our every day
activities," Ahrens said.
The society has been working with
the St. Johns' River Water
Management District (SJRWMD),
the Little/Big Econlockhatchee State
Forest, Watershed Action Volunteers
(WAY) and Hidden River Park to
improve the river's health.
For the St. Johns' River
Celebration, the society and volunteers cleaned the Econlockhatchee
from Highway 50 to the Lake Pickett
Bridge. The celebration continued at
Blanchard Park following the
cleanup. Awards were given for the
weirdest piece of garbage collected.
Prizes were awarded to participants
and the title of Weirdest Trash was
awarded to the "alien orb," a battered
flotation device.
The X-rated video did not get
brought out for the awards ceremony
due to the number of children present, Purer said.
Bill Graf, SJRWMD, expressed his
amazement at the accomplishments
of the volunteers .
More than 380 Orange County volunteers picked up about 12,100
pounds
of
garbage.
The
Environmental Society and volunteers collected 5,500 pounds of trash.
The society volunteers constituted
one-sixth of the total volunteers and
picked up almost half of the trash collected in Orange County, Graf said.
"That really bumped our levels in
Orange County," Graf said. "That
worked out really well. That definitely says a lot about their genuine con-

•

•
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Dean Ahrens, president of the Environmental Society, and a fellow
member kayak along the Econlockhatchee River.

cern for the task at hand."
Due to a paperwork error, much of
the collected trash was not hauled
away so many of the volunteers used
their vehicles to carry the trash to a
dump.
"They definitely went above and
beyond," Graf said.
The society's motto is "Get
involved, Make a Difference."
Upcoming society activities include
summer officer elections and a camping trip after the spring semester
ends.
The camping trip could take place
at Ocala National Forest or Wekiva
Springs.
On April 15, Earth Day, the society
will have a display promoting campus-wide recycling. In addition, Dr.
Henry 0. Whittier, director of the
UCF Arboretum, will guide tours of
the arboretum.
Ahrens said there are about 30

members in the society, mostly biology majors, but the group is not
exclusive.
There are even journalism and
anthropology majors, Ahrens said.
He said the society is looking for
diversity in the upcoming elections.
''We're looking for some fresh
ideas," Ahrens said.
An important aspect of the society
is the spirit of volunteerism.
"Students at UCF can affect the
Econlockhatchee watershed in a positive way," Ahrens said. "By volunteering, you can make an important
contribution to the overall effort to
better understand and protect UCF's
watershed. Your watershed."
For more information about attending a meeting of the Environmental
Society, send an email to
ucfenv@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu or visit
its
homepage
at
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfenv/
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Students enter new generation in new building
By KATHERINE MARTIN

•

•
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large-capacity lecture halls, anatomy
labs and docking stations in the hallways where students can plug in a
laptop computer. The project's cost
is estimated at $9.5 million and will
be funded by the state.
According to junior Shannon
Taylor, UCF has docking stations in
the main computer lab.
"I think it's pointless [to have more
docking stations]," Taylor said. "Not
many students use them now and
they are planning to install more. It's
pointless to build something we've
already got."
The auditoriums along with several classrooms will be equipped with
the capabilities of distance learning,
where several classrooms can link
together and learn from one instructor and each other.
'There are monitors facing the students and the instructors," Woodruff
said. "At the sanfe time the instructor

Staff Writer
UCF recognizes the need for more
classroom space and feels the pressure to keep up with the latest technology. The next general classroom
building is an attempt to meet those
needs.
'The administration has committed UCF to being one of the top
technology schools in the nation,"
said project manager Tom Woodruff.
'The lecture halls are similar to the
main auditorium in the Computer
Sciences Building, except [the new
auditoriums] are an advancement
upon it. We are trying to !J.Se the latest technology and systems with this
building."
Woodruff said construction will
begin in July. The classroom building will be three stories high with
computer rooms, classrooms, two

is teaching to students here on campus, they are teaching to more students at the Brevard, Daytona Beach
and downtown Orlando campuses."
If someone in a remote location
asks a question then a camera is activated and the instructor can talk with
that student one-to-one, Woodruff
said.
'The students love it," Woodruff
said. 'They don't have to drive 60 or
70 miles each way to go to school."
For some students this is an advantage over other schools but others
have their doubts.
''I wonder how effective it is for the
students," said professor Trenton
Holliday. "It's harder for the students to come see you during office
hours."
"We should definitely make use of
[distance learning technology]," said
graduate student Awilda Cintron.
"Personally, I like the classro?m for-

mat better, but it should be available
to service a particular type of student."
The classrooms will also have the
capability of digitized presentations.
Holliday said the building and
existing auditorium need to have the
capability for traditional slide presentations.
''They expect everything to be in a
digitized format," Holliday said. "I
have hundreds of slides and it would
take a long time to digitize them all.
They don't need to do away with
one media at the expense of another."
Woodruff said many classrooms
are already equipped with this technology, but UCF eventually plans to
take this concept further.
"Down the road, every student will
have a laptop issued to them,"
Woodruff said. "[The students] will
purchase the laptop and turn it in at

the end of the year, much like a book
at the book store."
The classes will ultimately be
broadcast on a frequency that will
only be received by a computer with
an ID chip. If the student is within_
range of the frequency, then they
could take their classes on the laptop .
"By making this technology available for all of the students, then
everybody has the same level of
technology,"
Woodruff
said.
"Everybody has an equal chance,
not just the student who has money.
Then the only limits are what you
put upon yourself."
The general classroom building
will be located next to the satellite
utility plant and diagonally across
from the Communication Building.
It is anticipated to be ready for students in the fall of 1999.

Senate puts differences aside, gets down to business
He was
asked
many
questions
about the
process the
proposed
bµdget must undertake before it is
sent to the administration for final
approval.
Siegel said any senator seeking to
add more money to a particular program proposed in the budget would
have to be taken out from another
agency's request.

By JOHN TURNER

Staff Writer
Unlike previous weeks, the Senate
meeting on April 2 ran smoothly. As
a result, senators were able to focus
on issues that affect the student body.
Funding bills for several clubs and
organizations were passed with
$6,612 allocated.
Sen. David Siegel, chair of the
organization, appropriation and
finance committee (OAF), officially
introduced the 1998-1999 activity
and service fee budget.

•

ALDARA~

QITiquimod) cream 5%
Brief Summary-Consult package insert lor full prescribing information.
DESCRIPTION
Aldara •· is the bmnd name for imiquimodwhich L\ an immune res1:xmse modifier. Each gramof the 5% creamcoma ins 50 mg of imiquimod in an

off.white oil· in-water vanishing cream base.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Aldarn 5% cream is indicated for the treatment of external genital and perianalw.utslcondyloma aruminala in adu lts.
CONTRAINDICATIONS

None known
WARNINGS

•

Aldarn cream ha.1 not teen ev.iluated for the trea1men1 of ureihrnl. intra-vaginal. Cl!l'ical. rectal. or intrn·anal human papilloma viral di<ea!I: and is nol
recommended for these rondilion.'PRECAUTIONS

General
Local skin reactions such as ervthema, erosion. cxcoria1ionlflaking. and edema are common. Should severe local skin reaction occur, the cream should be
remo.-ed bv waslling the trca1men1 area llith mild soap and water. lfea1men1 with Aldarn cn:am can be resumed after the skin reaction has subsided
There is no clinical expcriena: with Aldara cream therapy immediately fo!IO\\in~ the trealTnent of genila~anal warts l'ith other rulaneously applied
t"~ai:e,~rePo~~~~ ~::.;~'!ba~l:ill:~~t~~ ~ocfi'a':~~f'1ih'en~~nila periarn1l 11"uc is l:calcd
any pro.ious drug or surgical treatment
Information for Patients
PatienlS using Aldarn 5%cream srould rece~~ 111! follolling infonnation and instructOns: The cffOCI of Aldara 5%creamon the transmi$ionof
genital/periaiial wan1 is unknol\11. Aldara 5% cream may weaken condoms and v•ginal diaphragm~ Therefore, concurrent use is not recommended
I. This medication is 10 be used as directed by a physician. It is for external use only. Eie ronlact should be avoided
2. The treatment area should not be bandaged or otherwise covered or wrapped as to re occlusive.
3. Se.wal (genital, anal, oral) ronlact should re al'Oided "hile the cream is on the skin
4. It is recommended that 6-IO h<lws foUowing Aldara 5%cream application the treatment area be wa1hed llilh mild soap and W"dter.
5. It isCXlmmon for patients 1oexperience local skin reactions such ascl)1hcma, erosion, excoria1ion/11aking. and edema al the site of application or
surroun~ areas. Most skin reactions are mild to moderate. Severe skin reactions (l!fJ occur and should be reported promptly to the prescnbing phy.;ician.
6. UnciJrumcised males treating \VdTTS under the foreskin should rerraa the foreskin and clean the area daily
7. Patients should be aware that new warts may develop during therapy, as Aldara is not a rure.
Can:inogenicity, Mutagenesls, and Impairment of Fertility
1

•

=h'~:~=.=:a~ rr~~~~~:~q:o~~c~~~~ ~~~~s:~~~f;~~o:O~~i~d7:fr~;i~~~r:~~use

cytogenetics, and moll.IC cominant lethal test. Dai~ o::S ndministrntion of imiquimod to ralS, at doses up to 8times the recommended human dose on
a mg/Jn' basis ihroughoul ma ring. gcstati:in, parturition and lactation. demonstrated no impairment of reproduction.
Pregnancy

~~~~ixra~~ ~~~~~~~:i=(~n~s"t::~::&isc~~~:in~n~r='d~~~~~~~~1~:licati~~~~it

ob!ervef.In chelopmental slUdie. llith offsj>ringof pregnant rats treated llith imiquimod (Stimes human cXise), no adverr.e e~ '"'re demonstrated
Nursing Mothers
It is not known whether topical~ applied imiquimod is excreted in breast milk.
Pediatric Use

Safety and efficacy in patients below the age of 18 )eaJS have J10I been established.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
In ronirolled clmical trials, tre moSt frequently reported adverse reactions "ere those of local skin and application site reactions; some~nlS also

~:fQ:,1o~st~r=o~ ~~!~ct~ns,,:~~u!Yre1~~:::ihr:,~ mt(i'~:;r~~~~i1~3~:k~~;;:~n~~~~1 ~he 3XA~ek

application diniall slUdic~ 1.2% (4f.l27) of tre patients dis:ominued chle to I~skinlawlicalion site reactJOns. The incidenre and "'"'rity of local skin
reactions during controUed clinical triab are shown in the follolling table.

3X/WEEK APPLICATION
WART SITE REACTION AS ASSESSED BY INVESTIGATOR

•

MlLD/MODERATE
FEMALES
MALES

SEVERE
FEMALES
MALES

S<i

~'l

3'i

j~·

~n~t~moJ ~~"99"
~"!f~OO ~~i~~
~m.,~~nrJ ~~~k
~m=4~m«I ~~~~~
Erythema
61%
21 %
54%
22%
4%
0%
4%
0%
Erosion
30%
8%
29%
6%
1%
0%
1%
0%
Excoria1io11'Flaking 18\'.
8%
25%
8%
0%
0%
1%
0%
Edema
17%
5%
12%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
lnduration
5%
2%
7%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
Ulceration
5%
1%
4%
!%
3%
0%
0%
0%
Scabbing
4%
0%
13%
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
Vesicles
3%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
Remote ~IC skin reactions "ere also reported in fema!e and male patients treated 3XAleek with inuquimod 5% cream The severe remote 111e skin reactions
reported for females 11ere ctytrema (3%1 ulctration (2%1 and edema (I%); and for males, erosion (2% 1 and eiythema. edema, incluration. and
cxroriationlllaking(cachlo/c).
AmerJ evcnlS judged to be probably or po&.libly related lO Aldara reported by more than 5% of patients are listed below; also included are soreness.
inlluenza-like symptoms and myalgia.
·

3X/WEEK APPLICATION
FEMALES

srlmiquimod
1

*mltW1%~ ~ ~ w~2~?M~s

(0=1171

MALES

Vehicle
(n=l03}

~

lmiquimod
(n=156)

Vehicle
(n=158)

Wart Site:

22%
32%
20%
10%
Itching
26%
12%
9%
5%
Burning
2%
8%
2%
1%
Pain
3%
0%
0%
1%
Soreness
11 %
3%
2%
1%
FUNGAL lNFECTIO!I! '
svsmnc RUCTIONS·
Headache
4%
3%
5%
2%
Influenza-like symptoms
3%
2%
!'ii;
0%
Myalgia
1%
0%
1%
1%
'Incidences "f0t1ed wi1lto111 re~ard to causaltly with Aldaro.
l'VNe!Y! cvenL< JUdgcd to l'c po;1ibi)' or prob:!bly related 10 Aldara and rc(l?l1ed by more than I% of patien5 itrlxle: ~Site Disonlers: Wart Sile
Reactions (bu~ hyp:Jpigmentaoon. mitatioo. ilching.~n. rd.\h, sensil1'ity, SOretle$,Slingin1 tenderness~ Remote Site Rfactio<ts (bleeding. ooming itching.
~i!~:i~~~~~:~~~~s:!~~~ a001\?ripher.1JNemittsS)stan Diso!OOs headache;
OvERDOSAGE

~~[~~~ ~J;orc~mr:H=~j;~ ~dS~e\Jf:::'~=:~~[;~~~~l=~rd:ci~~f~t~{~kl~o~l~~
in!I11\etDUs fluid administration.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION

..

Aldard en:am i' to te applied 3 times ixr week. pri:>rlO oonnal sleeping hours. l llli left on the skin for 6- IO hoor;.
Distributed by
3M Pharmaceuticals

'.'lorthndge, C.o\ 9132~

7197 ALIBS

3NI

3M Pharmareuticals
275.JW·OI 3M Center
Si. Paul. Ml\ 551-l-4·1000

Siegel also said the "consequence of
doing this is not pretty and will face
the wrath of the particular club or
agency you cut money from."
Sen. Chris Day noted a particular
organization received a 300 percent
increase, which would benefit the student body in a positive manner.
"Student government has been
working hard to fund noteworthy
clubs and agencies all year, such as
Volunteer UCF, whose funding on the
proposed budget has increased to 300
percent," Day said. "This is because
the organization is a great reflection

of the students that go to this university."
Siegel said there are 53 other clubs
and organizations that made funding
requests from the $100,000 in the
Senate working fund.
These clubs and organizations will
be contacted sometime within a couple of weeks for an appearance before
the OAF committee.
Scott Ambrose, a spectator at the
meeting, said the meeting went
smoother than usual.
"I am impressed in the change from
one week to another," Ambrose said.

"The Senate was run with professionalism and maturity. This is what I
expect in the leaders I vote for in to
the office they serve."
Sen. Jamie Halscott said he was
proud to be a senator.
"This is the Senate that I have
always wanted to be a part of,"
Halscott said. "I would prefer if the
student body president would send us
memos addressed publicly, rather
than hear him cause a ruckus, which
disrupts the normal flow of business
in this legislative body."
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Someone removes lion's
nose with a sledgehammer
By ANNEMARIE MONTALI
Staff Writer

Michael Brantley, 22, reported the lion statue
belonging to Sigma Alpha Epsilon was damaged
on the nose and right eye.
None of the members of the fraternity knew
who could be responsible. The damage appears
to have been done with a sledgehammer.
The value of the statue is $3,000.

In other reports from the UCFPD::
• Timothy Frederic, 20, was arrested for possession of alcohol under the age of 21 and possession of an altered Florida driver's license. Police
observed Frederic standing next to his vehicle
behind the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
After approaching him, officers noticed
Frederic to have blood shot eyes and to be
unsteady on his feet. Two 12 packs of beer were
found in his car.
After being asked for identification, Frederic
first replied that he did not have one. Police later
found an altered license in his wallet. Police
placed Frederic under arrest.
Police observed a black jeep traveling the
wrong way on Knights' Court at about 12:30 a.m.
on March 29.
When officers approached the vehicle, they
reported smelling alcohol. The driver, Richard
Young, 40, was given several field sobriety tests.
He was placed under arrest after failing them.
Police found a cooler with five beer bottles in
Young's trunk.

Did You Pay College
Tuition This Semester?
Join the Florida Army National
Guard and we'll pay your tuition!

from the wall and was
lying on the ground.
After further investigation, police found the
extinguisher had been
discharged along with
several others on the
fourth floor. The physical plant has been notified
to replace the broken fire extinguishers.

As a member of the
Guard you can attend
a public college or university in Florida with the
Education Dollars for
Duty Program. This
is a great opportunity to serve Florida, earn a part.time salary and
enjoy the benefits of a higher education.

• Todd Taylor, 19, reported a theft from his room
in Polk Hall.
Taylor reported that sometime between 5:45
p.m. and 6 p.m. on March 25 somebody entered
his unlocked room and removed several items.
Among the missing items are three Sony
Playstation CD games. There was no signs of
forced entry. Fingerprints were taken from the
room. One of the missing games is valued at $40.
Taylor is willing to prosecute.

CALLTODAY!

1 ..aoo
GO-GUARD

Jeffrey Zinnert, 19, reported that sometime
between 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. on March 31,
someone removed three credit cards from his
wallet. Zinnert's wallet was in an unsecured locker in Building 39 on campus. Zinnert attempted to
cancel his credit cards but was told someone
charged $209 on his Visa card.

St. Joseph-'s
Catholic Church

• Terry Langford, 50, reported two area floodlights were taken from outside one of the trailers
near the Wellness Center.
The floodlights were last seen on March 16 at
about 7:30 a.m.
Officials at the Wellness Center are willing to
prosecute.

150 I Alafaya Trai1
Matt Hausman, 23, reported that somebody
broke into his vehicle sometime between 8:45
a.m. and 2: 15 p.m. on April 1. Hausman's radio
was damaged but nothing was taken.
Fingerprints were taken from the scene, but
there are no suspects at this time.
• While on patrol in the parking garage, police
noticed a fire extinguisher had been removed

• Stephen Olender, 20, reported to police that his
vehicle had been damage while parked on campus.
Olender parked his car at about 11 :30 a.m. on
March 24. When he returned an hour later, he
noticed his driver's side door had been dented.
The damage appeared to have been done by a
shoe. The damage is estimated at about $500.
Olender is willing to prosecute.

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m

275-0841

------

Sororities collect derbies to aid hospital
By DAWN MYERS
Staff Writer

Sigma Chi· will begin its annual philanthropy on
April 15. Derby Days is a week-lo~g event with
games and activities.
Sororities compete and earn points for collect-·
ing toys that will be donated to the Arnold Palmer
Hospital for children and women.
Throughout the week, the fraternity members
will be wearing derbies.
The sorority that collects the most derbies will
be awarded additional points. In addition, there
will be a clue hunt for the Golden Derby.

In other Greek news:
• The Student Wellness Advocate Team (SWAT)
is holding its annual 5K run at Greek Park.
People can register in advance for $4 or on April

I'PEE~N

Pregnancy Help 17, which is the day of the race ($5). UCF students can register for free. T-shirts will be given to
the first 250 people and prizes will be awarded to
the team with the most spirit.
• The Greek VIP breakfast will be held on April
9 in the University Dining Room. Presidents from
each fraternity and sorority, along with campus
administrators and directors, have been invited.

,,~?

• The first Greek Senior Seminar will be held in
the Student Union on April 14.
There will be speakers to help with resume
building, networking for a job and informing students on being active as an alumni. The seminar
will begin at 7 p.m.
I

Education alumni chapter golf tournament set
The UCF College of Education Alumni Chapter
will hold its annual scholarship golf tournament
on April 17 at Ekana Golf Club.
All proceeds benefit scholarships for UCF students pursuing a career in education.
In addition to golf, participants receive free use
of the driving range, goodie bag, lunch, beverages
on the course, barbecue dinner and are eligibile
for awards.

658-0016

Cost is $60 for students and $7 5 for all others.
Cost is $12 for people who wish to eat dinner
only. Hole sponsorships are also available.
The four-player, shotgun scramble event begins
at 1 p.m. Registration starts at noon.
For information, call UCF-ALUM.
- A CFF Staff Report

~
~

Try Our Lunch Buffet
11 am-2pm Monday thru Friday
Salad Bar • Soup of the Day
1 Meat Entree • 2 Pastas • Pizza

$4.95

$5.99
Large Cheese Pizza
( · :1rr~ out onl~ . W/coupon unly. \01
'al id \\ /an~ olha rnupon' or offn,.
lhru 7-15-')!!

100 Carrigan Ave.
Oviedo, Fl
Corner ofAlafc~rn Trail

365-4774
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Hernandez did what needed to be done
From PAGE 1

•

you knew."
Gary Orwig, interim chair of the College of
Education, said Hernandez was very willing to
teach large sections of courses with no help.
"He contributed very freely to the administration of the College of Education," Orwig said.
"Every time there was something that needed to be
done he was more than willing to do it."
Kim Hilsenroth, a student of Hernandez's,
enjoyed taking his classes.
"He was really a good teacher," Hilsenroth said.
"His class was very enjoyable and he was really
upbeat."
According to Hilsenroth, the class used to conduct court cases and he would come into class with
a judge's gown on and play the part to a tee.
Webb-J oels said Hernandez was thoughtful and

.

•

helpful to the students, but he did not give away
A's. Students had to earn them.
Hernandez loved Scotland and the Lake District
of Northwest England, a place he visited frequently, Webb-Joels said. His _favorite color was plaid
and he did not know his left from right.
"If he was your friend, there wasn't anything he
wouldn't do for you," Webb-Joels said. "I will miss
him very, very much."
Memorial Contributions can be made to The
Carter Center, One Copenhill, 453 Freedom
Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30307, Attn: Gayle Becker.
The contributions should indicate that they are
given in memory of Hernandez and are to be used
for research of mental illpess.
Survivors: wife Barbara G.; sons, Lawrence D.,
Longwood, Daniel P., Washington, D.C.; two
grandchildren.

e

e
•
•

•
•

Speaker Sandra Gurvis, "Job
Info for Grads," Student
Union, Cape Florida Ballroom,
3 p.m.
Flute, Piano, and Percussion,
Rehearsal Hall, 8 p.m.
Women's Studies: Clothesline ·
Project Student Union, South.
Plaza.

VUCP OrgBh Tissue
•
Donor Awareness Drive, •
Student Union, South •
Plazao

· Symphony Under the
Stars,. Refle~ting Pond.,

__t satUraay Ill .·
.7:30 ,p .m.
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Computer models, ultrasound aided in research

Iii
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.•
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ground, the students dug four-inch wells in the middle of the permeable wall. They inserted a probe
that permits the ultrasound waves to reach the
ground.
The ultrasound saved the students' time and
money from having to pump the ground water out
and treat it above ground every five years.
Reinhart said the construction for the project cost more than $200,000.
The students have been researching
the project for three years using laboratory experiments. They recre. ·1
ated the ground water in
columns and filled it with
dirt and iron. They took the
contaminated water from the
site and pumped it up the column to see if the contaminate
was gone.
Manoj B. Chopra, associate
professor of the College of Engineering, said
the students used a computer model to get a visual
image of how the project would look.
Before the students looked at the computer model,
they had the columns separated.
"Wh~n we analyzed this we found out it wouldn't
be safe," Chopra said. "We learned that there was

chance that water would go between those two
columns so we joined the columns together. The
computer model told us a lot of good things."
Ultrasound has never been used to clean ground
water, Reinhart said. UCF has a patent on this
method.
Student Marc Cannata was responsible for figuring out how the ultrasound would be used in the

together as one," Cannata
1aid. "We all enjoyed the
Iield experience and thaL
was something you couldn't learn in the classroom."
Student Stephen Burwinkel had to get the purchase orders ready for the project.
"It will be unbelievable for my career and working on it so hard for so long and then finally getting
the chance to do the actual project was very satisfying," Burwinkel said

Ul:f ~LAC.I' ~ 6,0LD
451'\Z-IN6, 6,AM£
(.~))

WUCF-FM 89.9: Die
Meistersinger Von
Nurnberg (Wagner),
noon.
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April 11, 1998
Florid~ Citrus Bowl
3PM

Aciults
VCF

Stuc\ents

$2,

FREE

J(iqs

$1

with v'llic\ stuc\ent

PCl~k.ing is FREE

For more info

cClll: 823-1000
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second state to require employers
to provide reasonable restroom
breaks, and in April or May, the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration plans to issue the
first-ever federal directive on the
topic. OSHA acted after hearing
from employees who routinely
were not permitted to leave their
stations for hours at a time. Some
reported having had to soil themselves; others brought empty bottles to their stations; and others
refrained from liquids the whole
day. An organizer for the Food and
Commercial Workers Union said
denial of restroom access is the
No. 1 issue among poultry industry workers.
• Open Season: Three weeks
before a U.S. Marine Corps pilot
clipped a ski gondola in the
Dolomite mountains in Italy,
killing 20 people, a·British air
force Harrier jet accidentally
dropped two half-ton, unarmed
bombs on a farm in southern Italy
near the town of Pizziferro, narrowly missing the house of
Tomrnaso Giannico.
• In February, the Hawaii House
Agriculture committee approved a
bill to legalize the "sport" of cockfighting, provided the roosters
wear tiny padded gloves on their
feet instead of the traditional metal
leg spurs.
THE CONTINUING CRISIS
• In September in Des Moines,
Iowa, federal prosecutor Kevin
Query, 40, was sentenced to 10
years in prison for fondling a 12year-old girl and taking nude photographs of her, owing, he said, to
his obsession with females' hair,
which he said exuded perfection
and beauty. He took showers with
the girl, he said, to make sure her

hair got washed without tangling, their urethras but that the rigidity ing lights are handed numerous transplant for their 7-year-old
and he photographed her nude to usually subsided within a couple brochures for RVs while they daughter (who did not need one)
document her beauty in case she of minutes. Measurements for watch women do pole dances. In and spent it on themselves (Tulsa,
later cut her hair. (He said his own their work were obtained via a January, Ladson's Jerry Colombo Okla., J~uary).
marriage ended when his wife cut Rigicompt, which shows the pres- converted his Club 2010 into the
her hair.)
sure exerted by the erection, and "Church of the Fuzzy Bunny's," JUSTICE FOR ALL
• Wells Fargo and MasterCard by patients' hanging a 750-grarn featuring Bible-reading followed
• In August, the three murder
announced in January that they weight to see if their penises could by a procession of pastie-wearing convictions against Michael
have installed an automatic teller hold it. (A few can support a !- dancers.
Pardue, 41, which sent him to
machine at McMurdo Station in kilogram weight, which Dr.
•Christina Mack, 35, was arrest- prison 24 years ago, were disAntarctica (whose winter popula- Ermanno Greco says is "peak ed for attempted murder in Peoria, missed by the Alabama Supreme
tion is 200). And in November, virility.")
Ill., in December, based on a Court as the product of a coerced
army engineers in India installed a
neighbor's statement that Mack confession (and a sister of one of
pay phone atop the Siachen SCHEMES
had told her she planned to cover a the victims said she accepts that
Glacier, on the Pakistan border and
• In December in Fort Pierce, floor with oil or grease so that her Pardue is innocent). However, the
home to a recurring Indian- Fla., William Alfred Hitt, 71, was boyfriend, who lost his right leg in state Board of Pardons and Paroles
Pakistani battlefield, where the sentenced to four years in prison 1992, would fall down the stairs to said in November that it wi11 not
temperature hovers around minus- for defrauding the federal govern- his death. He fell, all right, and hit release Pardue, because of three
60 degrees Fahrenheit with winds ment of about $450,000 by claim- his head, but declined medical subsequent convictions during
around 70 mph.
ing disability benefits from a assistance. Mack, however, also those 24 years, for attempting to
• In September in Center Point, World War II hand injury while fell, knocking herself out, but fire- escape from the prison that was
near Birmingham, Ala., Tim and working full-time as a house fighters revived her so the police wrongfully holding him.
Maxine Smith were convicted of painter. Once a month for 22 could take her away.
• Right Place, Right Time: In
promoting prostitution in their years, Hitt put on an arm brace, got
• Recent Sympathy Hoaxes: October, a federal judge in
massage parlor, but the women into a wheelchair, and reported to Schoolteacher Jody Sue Stein Albuquerque refused to send conwho work for them were not the local federal building to pick allegedly accepted thousands of victed casino robber Loretta
charged because the legislature in up his "paycheck." (The jury dollars in gifts and disability pay- Martinez, 61, to prison for stealing
that Bible Belt state never got deliberated 12 minutes before ments based on an elaborate, false $7,000 in an April 1997 holdup.
around to making prostitution ille- finding him guilty.)
claim that she had a brain tumor The judge noted that, in ·the intergal in Center Point or in several
• In order to get around local (St. Louis, June 1997). Valerie im, that particular casino was
other areas of the state.
ordinances that shut down their Jones allegedly accepted thou- found to be without proper state
• In August, the Food and Drug stripper bars, entrepreneurs in sands of dollars in gifts for her authority and thus was operating
Administration issued a warning Eureka, Calif., and Ladson, S.C., nonexistent
leukemia-stricken illegally at the time of the heist.
against an electrical cattle-prod- converted their businesses. Tom infant
daughter
(Yorktown Martinez was not require<!_ to make
type device called The Stimulator, Razooly's Tip Top Club became a Crossing, Va., October). Police restitution because, the judge said,
sold by at least six companies to be recreational vehicle promotion officer Allen Blunk, 30, and his that would be like reimbursing a
self-applied
as
relief for facility in November, and now wife allegedly raised $.43,000 from drug dealer for his losses.
headaches, back pain, arthritis, customers sitting under the flash- neighbors for a bone marrow
stress, menstrual cramps, earaches, , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sinus, nosebleeds and the flu.
Wrote the FDA, ''The Stimulator
is essentially an electric gas barbecue grill igniter with finger grips."
• Doctors at the Center for
Impotence and Fertility in Rome,
Italy,
reported in the Dec. 6 issue of The
Lancet medical journal that the
The Unit of Academic Development and
experimental
virility
drug
alprostadil increased penis size in
Retention at
is seeking temporary,
almost all men who injected it into

COME JOIN THE
TEAMH
UCF

part-time

Orientation Academic
Advisors
BREAK IS OVER

to work with incomtng freshmen students
durin the summer of '98!

Assist professional academic advisors in:
~making telephone contact with new freshmen

~explaining academic information

& policies

~assessing students' academic background

~planning appropriate schedu1es for students

Positions begin in early May and include a training period.

NEED MONEY?
Earn Up To $185.00 Per Month
Donating Plasma
FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT CALL:

841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. CHURCH STREET
ORLANDO

Advisors must:
./be available for the orientation sessions during June, July, and August
./be available some evening hours
./have a bachelor's degree (master's preferred)

Previous academic advising experience is helpful
For more information, contact Mr. Robert E. Snow,
Director, first Year Advising and Information Services
407-823-3789
Applications due April 17, 1998
The Univ~ity of Central Florida is an F.qoal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer.

Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Enrollment and Academic Services
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U of I's Chief Illiniwek on His Way Out?
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. - Chief
Illiniwek's days as the University
of Illinois' mascot are numbered
as far as many students and faculty members are concerned.
Support to remove his image
from campus is growing. With a
vote of 97-29, the student senate
approved a recent resolution
declaring its intentions to retire
what it calls an offensive symbol
that demeans Native Americans.
The resolution further backs those
drafted by faculty members of the
university's anthropology and history departments, who say Chief
Illiniwek has become more of an
embarrassment than a symbol of
pride.
''The time has come to reconsider an issue that has been sitting on
the table for a long time," said history Professor Dan Littlefield.
"The issues need to be aired publicly."
The student senate is planning to
present its concerns to the university's board of trustees, which ultimately decides whether the chief
stays or goes. The board last
addressed the chief issue in 1990.
While some trustees acknowledge

that efforts to kick Chief Illiniwek
off campus have intensified, they
suspect there is still more support
for keeping him around.
"He embodies the fighting spirit of
the Illini and is a wonderful symbol of our athletic teams," said ·
Trustee Judith Reese.
History Professor John Lynn, who
avoided his department's recent
vote on the issue, agrees. Lynn
believes the university could actually use the mascot to teach students more about Native
American culture.
"It's a mistake to get rid of the
chief," he said. "(He) could be
used as an educational tool in
ways that could make both sides
happy."
Trustees are scheduled to meet
soon, and discussion regarding
Chief Illiniwek is not on their ·
agenda.
Reverse discrimination charged
at Bowling Green State

BOWLING GREEN, Ohio -A
federal jury has awarded $122,000
in damages to a journalism professor who claims he was denied a
position at Bowling Green State
University because he is a white
male.

According to The Chronicle of
Higher Education, John K.
Hartman, an instructor at Central
Michigan University since 1984,
applied for a job in Bowling
Green's journalism department in
1994. The department instead
,hired Debbie Owens a black
woman who Hartman said had
less experience and fewer publications to her name than he did.
To support his case, Hartman
charged that the school bowed to
pressure from an accreditor that
was demanding the hiring of more
female and minority faculty members. He also pointed out that the
university's
Minority
Enhancement Fund - established
to pay salaries of minority faculty
members - had financed the
position for which he had applied.
The school accepted applications
from white candidates even
though it never intended to hire
any of them, Hartman argued.
"I hope this verdict will cause all
accrediting agencies to remove
provisions that coerce universities
to hire people based on race and
gender," Hartman reportedly said.
University officials said they were
disappointed by the verdict, and
still believe the decision to reject

Hartman stems from job qualification, not discrimination. They said
Owens was a better candidate for
the job because she is an expert in
issues related to ethnicity, gender
and race.
A judge will decide this month
whether Bowling Green must
offer a position to Hartman, who
told the Chronicle he'd still like to
work there.

''Man in a box" to become
"doctor in a box"

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Marcel
Marceau will be awarded the
Honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters degree at Ohio State
University's winter commencement ceremony in December. ·
Marceau, who is now on his 50th
anniversary tour of North
America, is an internationally
acclaimed mime and movement
artist. His most famous character,
Bip, is known for his striped
pullover and opera hat.
"I am very thankful that the university recognizes what he has
brought the world and this art
form," said Jeanine Thompson,
assistant professor and movement
specialist in the university's theater department.

Thompson has studied with
Marceau and has been a demonstrator in his seminars since 1987.
She has been teaching his work
since 1990.
"It has been an extraordinary and
challenging journey with him,"
she said. "His technique is based
on the essence of thought and
emotion."
Wild Weed Grows At CSU
Northridge

NORTHRIDGE, Calif. - In
what officials of California State
University at Northridge described
as a remote happening, school
officials discovered a small group
of marijuana plants growing in a
flower bed on campus.
Grounds Supervisor Donovan R.
Tucker flushed about a dozen
three-inch seedlings down the toilet.
"Who knows how they got
there?" he said.
Grounds workers found the
plants while weeding a bed of
pansies and reported them to
school officials and police.
School officials said someone
walking by could have planted the
seeds by dropping them on the
ground.

The Greeks vs. Non-Greeks column by Jason Heironimus brought back
memories of my own time as a UCF student. For those involved in the
Greek system that actual! y care, there are some legitimate reasons why
you seem to be having an image problem. tTI
Each year at UCF, my non-Greek org~nfatidtt volunteered at a major
campus event. We usually ended up stay;~~g~~und to finish the job of a
fraternity whose members had disappeare4,,tbng before the job was done.
One year, we teamed with a sorority to build a float for the homecoming parade. Rumor was that the soro~ty felt pressure from other Greeks
for going "outside the system,"rapd the next year fraternities and sororities were all teamed up wi~~ one ·~~other.
Then of course, there.Js>tnb issue of alcohol. Unless you drank excessively, you were n.ot!\(Vi]tpme in any of the fraternities I was aware of.
These are the J?1g; ittj.ngs that stand out in my own mind. I had several
friends infi:Qe G~f~.k.J.)ystem and they were great people. But, for some reason, the s~~$.eri\§}~eins to promote misbehavior and exclusivity.
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'Mercury Rising' packs a lot of heat
By FOREST CRUMPLER
Staff Writer
The latest of the Bruce
Willis action flicks turns out
to be not as bad as one might
Director Harold
think.
Becker,
whose
credits
include "City Hall" and "Sea
of Love'', breaks into the
blood and guns genre in a
very stylistic way. Mercury
Rising has a refreshing mix
of intense action, skilled
performing, and a good storyline that are usually absent
in this type of movie.
Bruce Willis stars as FBI
undercover
agent
Art
Jeffries, whose job is on the
line due to a botched assignment and a questionable psychological profile. Reduced
to low level assignments, Art
is called in to investigate a
missing autistic child whose
parents were found aead in a
presumed murder/suicide.
Art finds the boy, Simon,
played my Miko Hughes
("Zues and Roxanne") and
has him rushed to the hospital. When visiting the boy at
the hospital , Art thwarts an
attempt on Simon's life. Art
rescues the boy and he and
Simon are forced to flee, on
the run from the killers and
the FBI who now· think that
Art has lost it and kidnapped
Simon.
After the fighting for their
lives and getting away successfully, Art finds that the
real battle has only just

begun. The new battle lies
in trying to find out why
Simon's life is in such peril
and even worse, how to get
Simon to trust him enough to
tell him what he might know.
This proves very difficult for
Art because, to Simon, Art is
a stranger, and every kid
knows that you "never talk
to strangers." After a few
more attempts to silence
Simon, however, this rule
goes out the window and
Simon and Art form a bond
of trust q_nd friendship ... sort
of.
While this is all going on,
two men who work for the
killers, contact Art and and
inform him that the sadistic
killers that he is fighting
really work for the National
Security Agency, at the top
of which is Lt. Colonial
Nicolas Kudrow played by
("The
Alec
Baldwin
Shadow"). They tell Art that
the reason Simon is in such
danger is that he inadvertently cracked a government
supercode named Mercury.
It was printed in a puzzle
magazine to test its strength
against some the most feared
group known to man, the
geeks. Although Simon is
autistic, he is also a genius

15¢ Wings 7-10p
$5 Dart
Tournament
Blind Draw
Starts 10 pm

JAKE & ROG
FREE Draft
10 pm - 11 pm
$1 Longnecks
$3 PHchers

$5 - FREE Draft

SOUTH PARK
If the Lines are
TOO long
Come On Over!!

Show Your Student l.D & Get A Free Drink With Lunch!

$6 - .All You Can
Eat Wings
LIVE BANDS
TBA

275-3052

I

Discover Luxury - UCF Area•s
Newest Apartment Community

Royal Treatn1ent !
+ Package Acceptance and Delivery
+ Fax and Copier Service
+ Computer/Study Center
+ 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance

+ Professional Management

-~4!'%
JAKE & ROG
$2 Pitchers
$6 Buckets
ALL NIGHT
LONG!

,;al«&'' Slpr ~· , ,
EVENTS
and
BANDS
TBA

· mt'J:'/'faw·owrfe<:faifiJPperated"PY~•· ucr: Graa

<:fgrher of Univ~rsitY & 4tafaya - Between f>;zza Hut &Subway

Sryl ishly Furnished!

Luxury Interiors!
+All Utilities Included
+ Fully Equipped Kitchen
+ Ceramic Tiles & Ceiling Fans
+ Every Bedroom is a "Master Suite"

Across from UCF in the Quadrangle

Best Burger In Orlando
$1 Bottles lla-lp Everyday!

KNIGHT OUT PUB

.. . :::::ip

Now Leasing!
(407) 282-9298
(888) 988-9298

Special to the FUTURE

Outcast FBI agent Art Jeffries (Bruce Wiiiis) must prevent Simon (Miko
Hughes), a nine-year-old autistic savant who becomes the target of assassins after inadvertently deciphering a top-secret government code in
"Mercury Rising."

I

UCF's 1st College Bar
"The Tradition Began Here"

Mqri'it,ay' ··:··~ .

and managed to decipher
this mega sophisticat.e d code
and now he is the NSA's
number one target.
Mercury Rising provides
some excellent action scenes
that aren't too unbelievable,
a lot of really good acting,
and a pretty original storyline. Miko Hughes does an
incredible job in his performance and being way too
adorable for his own good
only adds to this. As always,
Alec Baldwin does a great
job and is expertly intimidating and wonderfully evil in
his role.
However, while it does
have many good points, this
movie is not perfect. For
one thing, every single time
the kid looks at the jumped
mercury code, they play this
totally cheezy $1 billion
man music to show how his
genius brain is deciphering
this supercode. After the
third time this becomes simply comical. Another downer is that the action throughout the film does a great job
building up to what is hoped
to be a great climax and
while the final confrontation
is OK, it doesn't quite deliver what was expected. It
does end on a warm and
touching moment that stays
well out of the "totally
sappy" zone. All in all its a
good flick that should be
enjoyed by an action going
person or one who wants a
good story.

Three and Four Bedroom

Apartments come complete with:

+ Fully Furnished Living Room
+ Fully Furnished Dining Room
+ Fully Furnished Bedrooms
+ Full Size Washer and Dryer

,The Great

Safety!
+ Monitored Alann System in Units
+ Well Lighted Grounds and Parking Lots
+ Panic Alert Button in Each Bedroom
+ Deadbolt Locks at Each Entry

Outdoors~

+ Ful1y Equipped Fitness Center
+ Two Lighted Tennis Courts
+ Lighted Basketball Court
+ Lighted Sand Volleyball Court
+ Refreshing Swimming Pool

four Bedroom/Fvur Bath
~ i-14{? ~~ur~

F,x-;, •

•
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LISTEN UPI
Gargamel

Moodymann

City of Angels

Agents of Good Roots

Revulva
(Spacetree Records)

Silentintroduction
(Planet E)

from the Motion Picture Soundtrack
"City of Angels"
(Warner Sunset/Reprise Records)

One by One
(RCA records)

Do you want to know about this CD. Because
I didn't think much of it and my editor will be
proud that I
finally found
a CD that I
truly hated.
Even though
Gargamel is a
local
band
that
has
played at The
Sapphire
Supper Club,
this type of
bizarre music really doesn't do it for me, even
in my most creative states. This band consists of
four guys with off the wall nicknames like
Mandaddy, Crazy Hector, Webb, Servobeonic
Man, & El Diablo Guapo (these men have to
either despise their real names or want to
become other personas, which I don't understand can be possible since you can't really see
their faces to decide who they are anyway).
Maybe that's the point, but ski masks and crazy
facial obstructions don't make me excited. In
fact, they kind of scare me. But hey, this may
just very well be another great scheme to bring
out their artistic ability even more. However, as
far as the music goes: their sound is a cross
between Devo and Marilyn Manson and their
lyrics are complicated and gross. Tracks like
"Happy" present soundbytes from "The
Simpson's" that discuss homosexual comments. This song also features someone in the
band that bares an amazing resemblance to
Hannibal Lecter, vocally and physically.
"Crotch Monkey" is just plain eerie and the
birthing sound effects in ''The Birth of Little
Mille Belly" are mnm, odd. Just as the whole
album is peculiar and unearthly, so is the aftertaste.

Put this CD in your player, sit down
and open the inside flap. Read ''I want to say
what's happen.in' to all the niggaz that live and
die in Detroi~ everyday." Then you'll get the gist
of where Moodymann is comin' from. At first,
I thought this album was OK, nothing great, no
great lyrics that make you think about truth, justice, and the Amerit:an way. However, once you
just chill wi!h Moodymann's way of house
music, you'll see where he is. Detroit. This isn't
Detroit music::, I said to myself, then I looked on
the inside cover and glanced at all of the family
pictures of Moodymann himself, his grandma,
him with weird faces, & his baby pictures.
Then, as I listened to what Moody was saying
through
his
music, I under. stood what he
was trying to
put across to .
everyone. " I
Can't
Kick
This Feeling
When It Hits,"
features a lot of
useless tallc,
mumbo jumbo rllight you say. "Oceans" begins
just like they all do, with a simple repetitive
beat, that increases with momentum as the keyboards continue to play. Moody seems to play
on a bass beat for a while (there is no rush with
his music), then he'll add a slight difference to
the mix. Some chimes, a sax here and there,
whatever sounds good at the time. Moody himself looks stuck in the 70's, with his get-out-oftown afro and his cool circular shades, yet he
can appeal to the 90's style of house and jazz
with a touch of hip-hop, and R&B. Of course
whenever he feels the need to change the simple beat that originated at the beginning of the
album, he does.

Before I go into the details of how
delightful, (yes delightful) this CD is, let me
first spell out the bands that are featured within
this soundtrack. U2, Alanis Morissette, Peter
Gabriel, Goo Goo Dolls, Sarah Mclachlan and
Grammy award winner Paula Cole. A-W-E-S0-M-E. This
album highlights a captivating collection of songs
from some of
today's most
celebrated
superstars and
features new
material · as
well. I'm sure
you've heard a couple of these songs that have
debuted like Alanis's "Uninvited," her first new
recording since Jagged Little Pill or U2's ''If
God Will Send His Angels;' but maybe you
haven't experienced Sarah Mclachlan's
''Angel," my personal favor.it~ on the album.
This delicate song of hope and personal faith is
as serene as the singer herself, and Ms.
Mclachlan always seems to create those songs
that make you sit back and think. She even felt
as though the movie itself"pulled at all the right
heart strings." The Goo Goo Dolls_also feature
an charismatic "Iris," that seemed to perfectly
fit the theme of the film. ''What moved me most
about the film," commented John Rzeznik of
the Goo Goo Dolls, "was how it presented a
metaphor of the defenses we develop to protect
ourselves and how taking a leap or risk is so
important to really live; to be really alive." I love
when respected artists like these come together
for a soundtrack that they truly enjoy making, I
think that it shows throughout this album how
dedicated each group/singer felt while producing these songs.

One by One is the third CD put out
by this Richmond, Vrrginia's foursome. Their
music is extremely varied, so varied that each
song seemed to hold a different sound and a
distinct atmosphere. Brian
Jones
(drums/lead
vocals) ..even
commented on
this contrasting
collection,
"we're kind of
a moody band
and on this
record, with
three vocalists and so many styles, it lends itself
well to various moods." Out of the 12 tracks on
this album, nine featured a mixture of electric
guitar & heavy metal ballads that resembled
Nirvana slightly. One other track was the
twangy "Miss Misbelieving," and one was an
upbeat poem, with a percussion background
and a touch of pianist class. However, beneath
this melting pot of mediocre musical notes was
one great song, one inspirational beauty that the
entire CD should have been named after: "I'll
be back," It begins buoyantly with a tender
piano entrance that introduces a story of someone's self. It's not about coming back to an old
love and it's not about returning to a missed
hometown. It's about falling out of who you are
and coming back. "I'm trying to patch up the
pieces of broken time. I'm sorry I ran so far
away from myself, but I swear I'll be back."
Writing these words down, really does the song
no justice. It may sound sappy now, but believe
me, it's worth going out of your way to listen to.
It's the only song that I honestly liked and it is
the only one I'll listen to again & again.

present ..

'South park'
•

OVIEDO

Off The Greeneway at
Red Bug Lake Road

917..1101

Wednesday nights
Co~e

watch Kenny
get killed.

Enjoy $1 SouthPaw Longnecks
from 9-11 p.m.!

"Seinfeld" viewing count down party
every Thursday night.
'Jerry Springer" will be at 'locos every
Friday @5pm
4-6 pm .50(; Fatass beers™ with the
purchase of a Fatass burger™
or for students that prefer a non-alcoholic beverage free Birch Beer
•
Located in the UCF Student Union.
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Comedian performs for charity at Arena
stick,a giant green sleepy-eyed
pepper who is the "politically
incorrect part of the show;" and
Ever seen a jalapeno on a Peanut, a purple potbellied
stick? Ever see one talk? You "wooz)e" witrh green hair and
will on Thursday night at 8 p.m. one shoe. However, it is the talwhen comedian and ventrilo- ent of Jeff Dunham who
quist Jeff Dunham appears at the breathes life and believability
his
characters.
UCF Arena. This is his second into
performance at UCF and the Los Astonishingly, he not only
Angeles based comedian is speaks for his dummies but also
donating all of the proceeds to drinks a glass of wine while
UCF Victims Services Unit.
speaking for them.
Dunham recently won the
The UCF Victims Services
American Comedy Award for Unit is available .to assist any
"Standup Comic Of The Year." member of the university comHe has also appeared on ABC's munity, including students, fac"Ellen," NBC's "The Tonight ulty, and staff. Mary Ann
Show," and "Comic Strip Live." McCunn from the Victims
Anyone familiar with his work department stated that, "In the
knows that it is his onstage pals past, some of the funds have
that steal the show. His sidekicks been spent putting victims up in
are Walter, a grumpy pinched- a hotel for the, providing transfaced bald-headed man who portation for court appearances,
looks like a prune sticking on a medical appointments, or outlemon and who doesn't like any- · side assistance with legal aid
thing; Jose Jalapeno-on-a- and counseling."

By BRANTLEY TATE BROWN
Staff Writer

The show will begin with a
representative from the Service
Unit that will speak on sexual
rape, battery, and domestic violence. Then a music and dance
video on sexual violence will be
viewed, and then Jeff Dunham
will take the stage. The night
will surely be a crowd pleaser
and an educational event for all
and should not be missed.
Tickets for the show can be
purchased through Ticketmaster
or by calling the UCF Arena box
office. Free student passes can
be picked up in the Student
Union in room 215. Also being
offered are 20 VIP passes for
$10 which will be given out
Wednesday afternoon in front of
the Union on a first come, fust
serve basis. The pass includes
guaranteed second and third row
seating and a signed autograph
picture.

•

..

Special to the FUTURE

Comedian/ventriloquist Jeff Dunham, shown here with friends,
performs at the UCF Arena Thursday night. All proceeds will go
towards the UCF Victims Services Unit.
·

•
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Wednesday
April 8
llam - 2pm
Student Union,
•TM South Plaza
Sign an organ donor card Save alife. Rainout Dat~: April 9

•
•

Live Band • Free Food
• Free Prizes •

Educational Displays
Cele6'latlnt; the C!Jltt ot /!lte
M

o'~

•

-

~

TransLl[e

ORGAN, TISSUE & TRANSPLANT SERVICES

Goodings Supermarkets
Subway
Bagel Queen
Great Escapes
Zephyrhills Spring Water
Funded by Activity & Service Fees as allocated by
the Student Government Association
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A midsummer night's riot
•

BY STACEY COPELAND
Staff Writer
Theater is always one of two
things: excruciatingly bad or
marvelously good. Luckily," A
Midsummer Night's Dream,"
is certainly the latter. The
Orlando-UCF
Shakespeare
Festival kicked off it's 1998
Spring Repertory Season last
week with the opening of
"Midsummer," which is said to
be Shakespeare's favorite
comedy.
The play is centered around
the marriage of Duke Theseus
and Hippolyta, Queen of the
Amazons. A young maiden,
Hermia, must choose between
the convent, death and marriage to a man she detests,
Demetrius. Hermia instead
chooses to run away to Athens
with her true love, Lysander.
They
are
pursued
by
Demetrius and his scorned
love, Helena. That night they
all become lost in the forest
where Oberon and Titania,
King and Queen of the Faeries,
are arguing over custody of a
young Indian boy. Oberon
decides to play a trick on
Titania and anoints her with a
magic flower that will make
her fall in love with the next
thing she sees. A group of

workmen happen to be
rehearsing a play in the woods
that night. Titania falls in love
with Bottom the Weaver even
though he has had a donkey's
head put on him as a joke.
Oberon also orders Puck, his
lieutenant, to use the magic
flower to help poor Helena win
the heart of Demetrius but
Puck messes that one up big
time. Soon everyone is falling
in love with the wrong person!
Does this sound like a really
weird episode of some daytime
soap opera or what?
It's a little hard to grasp on
paper if you aren't familiar
with the play but you'll have
no such trouble in the theater.
The roles are played so well
and the characters are so memorable that it is impossible not
to know who's who and who's
doing what. One thing that is
truly surprising about this play
is how funny it is. In several
scenes, it's downright hysterical. This is due in part to the
funny man who _plays Bottom
the weaver, Philip Nolen. His
silly antics with Flute (Marc
O'Donnell) in a scene near the
end of the play had the audience wiping tears of laughter
from their eyes.
One word of warning, the first
half of the play is a little slow.

It's not excruciatingly dull, but
the second half definitely
picks up and is well worth the
wait. The director, Jim
Helsinger, has decided to take
a few ,err, liberties with
Shakespeare's original story.
First of all, the play is now set
in 1850s India. The dialogue in
the play also contains many
modern phrases and references. Let's just that I'm pretty sure the original play didn't
have any monkeys chanting
"Auntie Em, Auntie Em".
The play is being performed
at the absolutely gorgeous
Walt
Disney
World
Amphitheater at Lake Eola
Park. I do have two words for
you, though: BUG SPRAY!
Bring lots of it or you'll have
cute little red welts all over
your ankles as proof that you
did indeed go see the play. The
Renaissance Revels, a troupe
of dancers, singers, jugglers,
fire breathers and puppeteers
can also be found performing
on the grounds surrounding
the theater one hour prior to
show time. Alternating performances of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" and "Henry
IV, Part I" will be held through
May 3. Call (407) 245-0985
for ticket prices and dates.

..

The Italian
Eatery

sbarro~

at Your
UCF Student Union

Now You Don't Have To Miss Mama's Home Cookin'!

FREE ON CAMPUS DELIVERY!
B.M.O.C. (Best Meal On Campus) Features:
•New York Style Pizza by the _Slice or ·Whole
• Stuffed Pizza, Strombolis, Calzones
· •Fresh Sal~ds and Pasta Dishes
• Sauce Made from Scratch
• Delicious Desserts
• Daily Specials
• .FREE Drink Refills

•

Introducing Our New 99¢ Value Menu
• Cheese Slice
• Small Spaghetti
• Small Salad

-· • 3 Garlic Rolls
• 5 Garlic Knots
• Large Drink

ALL ITEMS ONLY 99¢
Available: Monday thru Thursday - 5 p.m. to close
Friday - 3 p.m. to close
Saturday & Sunday - all day

APPLY AT THE OLIVE GARDEN-WINTER PARK

While Supplies Last!

Phone:
Fax:

275-2717
275-7157

NOW HIRING
-- servers--line cooks--alley coordinators-...J Flexible scheduling around school
..J Day 1 insurance program
..J Tuition reimbursement program

655 N. Orlando Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789

-

Catering Available

407-740-7117
CALL AND ASK A MANAGER FOR DETAILS
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$$$EARN GREAT TIPS$$$
ACCOUNTING TUTOR: CPA, FOROutstanding 8 week girls' camp, in
Valet Parking Services of America seek- Maine needs female and male instrucMER COLLEGE INSTRUCTOR
ing clean cut, athletic, positive people to tors in TENNIS, and WATERFRONT
CALL 921-8838 FOR HELP!
Part Time/ Full Time: Immediate unlim- work @ Orlando's hottest night spots;
including swim, canoe, kayak, sail.
Cypress Christian Life
FIND THE STUDENT GENIUS IN
Roxy, Raddisson - Twin Towers,
ited opportunity. Benefits, Retirement,
•Excellent Salary •travel allowance
Sunday Celebration!!
YOU! HOW? FREE DETAILS.
Embassy Suites. Clean driving records •Tripp Lake Camp, Poland, Maine Call
will train. I 00% Vested For Life
ED 120 5p.m.
CALL 4071525-3302
over 19 yrs old a must. $7-15/hr; PT or
Income. Call l-800-356-2650
800-997-4347 or 888-617-7477
Homegroup Thursday's 7:30 pm
Ff, great job for students, flexible
SPANISH TuTORJNG:
Access Code .00
678-4020 or
schedule. Contact Doug @ 760-7719
Cruise Ship & Land tour Jobs REMEMBER WHAT You LEARN! BASIChtlJl://pegasus.cc. ucf. edu/-cypress
SALES HELP WANTED:
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask us
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH. 15 MINUTES
$5.25/hr and a great bonus program Landscape Maintenance help needed.
how! 517-324-3090 ext C54181
FREE
-TRY BEFORE You DECIDE. CALL
Candy sales at Oviedo Crossings Mall. Small Co. Longwood-Atlamonte Sprgs
area. For PfT (will work with your
Advertising/Marketing Majors MR. PEREZ@ 407/331-4076
Fun, Energetic people wanted.
schedule) will train, chance for adv.,
Sales/Marketing Assistant - learn all
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR
Call 888-2667 or 366-1716.
Room for rent in Waterford Lakes resif · tJ 1
·
d' f
dence. large master bedroom/bath w/
Need phone, auto & references. Start
aspect o pnn e ectromc me ta rom
MAID SERVICE FOR A
immediately 646 _9493
local publishing company. Good comSEMESTER
Earn$$$ While Going To Class!! Easy
A, Inc. 1s
· 1oo ki ng "ior stu dents wit· h 3.3 1--------------1 puter skill s. p rev1ous
·
al
·
cable hook up, unfurnished, utilities,
s es expenence a while raising money for your student
cable, washer/dryer, garage parking
GPA or above and enrolled in any sum- Custom Staffing, Inc is now hiring for +. Base salary + commission 673-9980
organization. Earn up to $5 per
$425/nth call 381-0413-leave a message mer course. If you are interested in takoffice & professional jobs! Maitland
667-8755 s. Orlando 370-6646
PT/Ff immediate unlimited opportunity Visa/MC application. The 1st 50 groups
House for sale: immaculate 4/2 plus
ing class notes and getting paid for it,
benefits, retirement, will train, 100%
to complete the fundraiser receive
office, Florida room, privacy fence. 7
call 407t 342-7528 day/night and leave I need 5 ladies to sell roses in top night- vested full life income 800-356-2650
FREE MOVIE PASSES!!
name, phone number & course info.
clubs, Roxies, 8 Seconds, Backstage!
Call for details 1-800-932-0528 x 75
minutes from UCF _ $ 89 ,800
call 275-9902 for more information
Music Industry Internship: Seeking
Earn $l 5-25 /hr, make an easy $75 EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
street marketing reps in Orlando who
125/night! No uniforms, flex hrs, fullEUROPE - SUMMER '98
74 TRIUMPH TR6 -- 72,000 kmiles,
love alternative/rock music. 10_20
part time. 9:00-2:00 nightly from Wed. SOUTHEAST DEP'S _ $
RT
398
french blue, new top, runs great.
hrs/wk, working directly w/ record
Sun. Need car, be assertive, outgoing &
$
/W
7
7K obo - 1 owner call 628-8070
have a smiling personality. We have fun Roommate needed. I 0 min from UCF;
PUERTO RICO - 9 O
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - stores, lifestyle stores, colleges, artists.
& the night goes by quickly! Join our
$220/mth + 112 utilities. Nice house.
NORTHEAST USA - $79 O/W
• Sofa & Loveseat - great shape acceptCall 1-888-733-2687 or fax resume
CALL 800 -326-2009
team' Renee 977-0449
Please call Lindsey 359-1477
ing the best offer• Round dining rm
to 818-345-3017
HTTP://WWW.AIRHITCH.ORG
table w/ 4 fabric chairs $200 (matches
Administrative Coordinator for Real
SWIM INSTRUCTORS: experienced
MALE/FEMALE NON SMOKER
Advertise with the
sofa) • 1 yr old desk w/ return - $225 Estate Developer, gret work environmcertified WSI's, PT/FT, $8/hr +bonus NEEDED TO SHARE 3 BEDROOM
CENTRAL FLORIDA FuTURE - For more
Call 370-3453
net in Downtown Orlando, growing
Call 245-9587 for interview
HOUSE - RENT $240 PLUS UTILIinformation call 407/977-1009
company, will train, career opportunity.
TIES. 679-4759 ON GOLDENROD
Former Model Home 3/2 many
Security Guard - Ff nights for lg apt
NEAR UCF
upgrades, large yard. Great area & close looking for energetic, intelligent, detail
community near UCF - Good benefits
to everything. 6 years new - Job reloca- oriented person with computer skills.
RENTER WANTED 3/2 house fur& pay. Experi ence a plus 384 _8626
tion -- Must Sell' 407/277-4729
Jennifer 422-1000.
nished incl bedrooms, quiet residential
community, $215/mth + 1/3 utilities.
Delivery Drivers: Altamonte Springs
EARLY BIRD GET READY
1998 Summer Job and Volunteer
company Nee ds Dnvers
·
D l"
GRADUATION! I need tickets to the
to e 1ver
Call Brent 823-5035 Daytime
FOR FALL!!!
Opportunities - If you love children and
Auto Parts in Orlando Area. Must be
Health and Public Affairs Spring
LARGE TOWNHOUSE. 1260 sq ft.
the outdoors. The Boggy Creek Gang 21yrs, Valid DL w/ good driving record.
Graduation. I have a very large family
2BR/2.5BA, laundry room, nice carpet, Camp. a camp for children with chronic
$6/hr Call 744-9240
and they all want to come - please call
fresh paint. Walk to UCF (300 yards
illnesses may have a position available
MIKE RUSSELL at 381-3824.
from campus) Some small pets allowed. for you. We are currently hiring Cabin . PRETTY LADl~S: DPR STUDIOS
CAMPSOURCE: Unique free referral
To Conscientious Renter Only .
Counselors & Activity Staff. Don 't miss LOOKING FOR MODELS. MUST BE
I NEED ARTS AND SCIENCES
serivce lists job opening at beatuiful
$575/mth. Call 372-0404
out on the fun! Please call 352-48318 OR OLDER, ATTRACTIVE,
GRADUATION TICKETS! I WILL
summer camps. Call about positions in
CLEAN AND CLASSY. CALL
PAY CASH!!! I HAVE AN EXTREMELY
BROTHER WHISPER WRITER PROCESSOR 4200 or email us with your address and
Waterfront, Tennis, Gymnastics, Roller
407/897-3940
phone number at:
LARGE FAMILY - PLEASE CALL 650-0594
FOR SALE: WP550J - $300 OBO
Hockey, Theater Arts, Lacroose and
edward@boggycreek.org for and appl.
WWW.DPRSTUDIOS.COM
AND LEAVE A MESSAGE.
CALL DELORES BECK @ 384-0568
many more. Call 888-985-CAMP.
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Athena Roasted Chicken full of Greek delights
By HENRY SPRINGS
Staff writer
Hidden away among the plain
eateries of University Shoppes,
rather than the canals of Venice or
the shaded coves of the Aegean, is a
small
treasure
trove of
Greek cuisine worth your while to
stop by and sample. Athena, the
restaurant, after it's namesake, the
Greek goddess of war, proves to be
full of surprises.
The fragrant smell of roasting
chicken leads you through the door.
The short blue and white wooden
tables may invite you to stay a while
after ordering. The walls are covered
with photographs 'and pictures of
Greek life. You may find some inspiration from the hanging plants, ceiling fans, or the radio serenading you
overhead while you stare out the
window into the dark sun-filled

parking lot. Not anything extraorcITnarily different in comparison to
most delicatessen type Greek restaurants. Nothing nearly as different
save for the taste, service, and prices.
The owner says they are "the lowest
in town."
Andreas Afexendiou, the owner, is
big on Greek. He's Greek and he's
been in the business for fifteen years.
He takes his taste for Greek food
form deeply rooted ideas and traditions. He feels his food, or rather
Greek food, was meant for fun and
socializing. It's reflected in the
menu.
The roasted chicken was surprisingly tasty. The skin was roasted to a
delicate brown. The mix of oregano,
parsley, basil, and citrus nicely complemented the chicken as well as the
other dishes. The spices weren't
overpowering. The chicken still tasted like chicken (quarter, $3.99).
The roasted potatoes had been

quartered and were roasted to a crisp
golden brown on the outside while
remaining tender inside. They'd been
likely sprinkled with virgin olive oil,
the only oil the restaurant uses. It's
the Greek answer to the french fry
($1.79).
For those bored by the salad fare of
other restaurants, membership on
Athena's preferred customers list has
it's privileges. The Mediterranean
salad ($2.79) was truly refreshing.
It's mixture of tomatoes, cucumbers,
parsley, feta cheeses, lemon juice,
and olive oil is a real palate pleaser
with or without the accent of roasted
chicken.
The menu includes everything
from nine types of sandwiches: egg
salad, tuna, cheese, ham, and sliced
turkey, to nine salads: Greek, chicken,
stuffed
tomato,
and
Mediterranean, just to name a few.
There's plenty of soup and side
orders: rice pilaf, roasted potatoes,

Photo by MIKE MARSHALL

Athena has a variety of dishes at reasonable prices.
olives, green beans, and grilled pita
bread. There are ten specialties
which include everything from barbecued chicken on a pita, spinach
pie, mousaka, chicken gyros, and
chicken Cypriana.
The desserts are typically Greek:
Baklava, rice pudding, or pie. The
wine list isn't extensive, only including the basics: red, white, blush, and

of course, light or regular beer.
Everything is reasonable enough for
any resident, student, or visitor in
Orlando trying to find food at reasonable prices.

Open Monday - Saturday
Lunch & Dinner
384-6066
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There are many happy
returns with IRS site

Kinko's has everything
you need to make the grade.

By VICKI DeSORMIER
Staff Writer

Rely on Kinko's wide selection of products and services not only to help you make
the grade, but get the grade you deserve. Add the finishing touches to your project
by taking advantage of these great offers. Kinko's is here to help make your life
easier.

79 ¢Color Copies
Receive 81/z" x 11" full or self-serve, full color copies
for just 79C each. Resizing costs e>dra.

-·
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I
I
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ORLANDO
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12215 University Blvd.
6ss-9s1a

• kinko•se

""'

'". ''"'" .:"""""' ,.J

; Oftet Is limited to one coupon per {1i5tomir. Ccupon must he prtsented at time of pu1chas.e ~nd b 11ot
vil!d with otht'f off'!f.s or discount program. Offtr valid at time cf purchase and may not be dlscou!lted
or credltl!d towonh past or Mu<> pu1thl1t<. Valid at klnko's U<ted location only. Coupon void whl!!•
· prol!ibtt..i by law. No cash value.

I

EXPS/15/98

Offer Is U:niltd to one coupon i>'' custom... Coupoo cnurt ~· p<t..,nttd •t tim• o pu<ella1t ad is not ,
viilid 1'ith othl!I' offu11 or discount pn>grimS. Offtr wlid at t1mt of pur<M1t and may not be dk<ounttd
or credited towards past or future purchasts, YaUd at kinko'• Ul(ed lO<lltion only. Coupon void whert .
prohibited by l.Jw. Ho as~ v>!ue.
·

1

AAC010

··-··-··- ·

Most locations open 24 hours, 7 daY.s a week. More than 850 locations worldwide.
For more information visit our web Site at wwwJ<lnkos.com or call l-800-2-KINKOS.
<>1998 K'mko's, Inc. AU rights reseried Kinko's is a regist~ed trademark of Kinko's Ventures, Inc. and is used by permissioo.
Kinko's reijuires wriltl!n pennission from the co1¥i9ht bolder in order to reprodute any copyrighted worlc.
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OK, you've procrastinated long enough. The clock is ticking and unless
your parents are still claiming you as a dependent, which they can do until
you're 24 as long as you are single and in school, you had better file your
taxes.
The tortuous task of filing your income tax return is made a little easier
by
the
Internal
Revenue
Service's
website
at
http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/prod/cover.html
Sure, there is nothing pleasant or easy about all
that accounting, unless, of course, you 're getting
money back. But the friendly atmosphere of the
easy-to-use website sponsored by one of the most
hated government agencies makes the adventure
easier.
There's a little humor interjected throughout the
site, part of an effort to make the government
seem more user-friendly and less Big Brotherish.
The Digital Daily is presented by the Department of the Treasury and the
IRS. It is, they tell you, the "fastest, easiest, tax publication on the planet"
and it is fun, helpful and easy to use.
All of those lines and figurings you never co ld quite figure out are
explained one by one so you put the right numbers in the right line. Of
course, it doesn't hmt to double check your figures when you're done.
One of the best things about this virtual IRS office is you can't misplace
anything. The 1040 form they mailed you in January along with an explanation book was probably tossed out long ago after your friend spilled a
beer across the kitchen table.
And if it didn't get thrown out, it's really not the kind of thing you want
to send in. Not to worry - you can print out a whole new form and the
instruction booklet ... or just leave them on the screen while you fill them
out for easy reference.
And nothing can be more stressful than doing your taxes at the last
moment and realizing you need a special form. If you can get through on
the IRS's toll-free line, it probably will not be able to get you that form in
time via traditional snail mail. Not to worry - you can just print that form
from their website.
The site also includes tax stats, tax information for individuals and businesses, electronic services, help and education and even a "meet the commissioner" feature .
The site is easy to navigate and, if you haven't misplaced that shoe box
crammed with receipts, you should have your taxes done in no time.
But if you're still young enough, you might want to have mom and dad
claim you as a dependent ... that's the easiest way to do it!

UCF honors student-athletes
From PAGE 20

Where UCF
students
want
to be!

.
Other Floorplans Available

•

D
H
fa

3 and 4 bedroom apartments
Fully furnished, including full size washer and dryer
Private bathrooms in every bedroom are available

flj Roommate matching service
flj Onsite volleyball court, 2 fitness centers, 2 swimming pools,
2 clubhouses, computer lab, and so much more

flj Rent includes: furniture, electricity, cable & HBO, monitored
alarms, water, sewer, pest control and use of all of our facilities

Located on McCulloch Road - just outside the new UCF North Gate!
For More Info Call:

366-7474

•
•

visit our website at: www.royalproperties.com
.. . . . . -.

•

•
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, Athletes awarded for academic achievement
UCF honored a recipient from each sport for academic excellence at the
UCF Arena on April 1. These awards are given by the National
Consortium for Academics and Sports (NCAS) to individuals who exemplify the ideals of National Student-Athlete Day of balancing athletics,
academics and life pursuits, and to those who go above and beyond to
assist others in reaching those goals.
Here are the people UCF honored and their sport: Matt Lubozynski
(baseball), Brad Traina (men's basketball), Stacey DeVeaux (women's
basketball), Jennifer Pultz (crew), Lou Snelling (men's cross country),
Anne Panaggio (women's cross country), Michelle Boike (track), Dauntc
Culpepper (football), Kristian Svalheim (men's golf), Emma Soderlindh
(women's golf), Riku Riihaleti (men's soccer), Alyssa O'Brien (women's
soccer), Pelle Brunskog (men's tennis), Rachna Ashar (women's tennis)
and Dawn Hoffman (volleyball).

Men's tennis team loses 2 of 3 on road trip

~ Individual Leases

•

UCF with a 10:56 ti.me in the 3,000-meter run, placing 13th.
Amber Twyner placed fifth in the javelin with a 129-feet, 11-inch throw
while freshman Katara Beard placed ninth in the shot put with a 42-foot,
5-inch toss.
UCF will compete next at the Raging Bull Twilight Invitational on April
11 at the University of South Florida.

The men's tennis team defeated Texas El Paso on April 3, 5-2, but lost
to Nevada Las Vegas, 6-1, on April I and New Mexico State, 6-1, on April
4. No. 1 singles player David Winberg struggled on the road trip, losing
all three of his matches to fall to 15-4. UCF's (12-9) No. 3 through No. 6
singles players all had victories against UTEP. The only other singles vi~
tory on the trip was No. 4 Greg Novak's 7-6, 6-3 win over NMSU's Jens
Bolleyer.

Women finish third at Ryder
The women's golf team shot a final round 305 to finish third at the
Ryder Florida Women's Collegiate Challenge played April 3-5. UCF finished tied with South Florida and Florida State with a three-day score of
941. Florida (909) and Miami (913) took the top spots.
The Knights were paced by Tatiana Londono 's 225 (Tied for fourth, 8173-7 l) and Emma Soderlindh's 230 (Tied for ninth, 78-75-77) .
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Student, 32, feels she can cash in with degree
By VICKI DeSORMIER
Staff Writer
Kate Warner says if she had to
do it all over again, she would
have finished college in her
early 20s,
but at the
time she
thought work was more important.
"I wanted to make money,"
she said. "I wanted to_get rich
and studying just didn't fit into
that plan."
Warner said she dropped out
of school after her sophomore
year to take a management
position at the fast food restau-

rant where she had worked
since high school. She believed
she would be able to purchase
her own franchise after a few
years and that would lead to her
financial independence.
"Of course I thought I would
earn more than $6 an hour," she
admitted.
And, she said, after a few
years she realized that without
more education into the intricacies of business and management, her dreams of owning her
own businesses would remain
just that: a dream. Even if she
could afford the restaurant,
making it a success required
more than practical experience.

By then, however, she thought
she didn't have time for school.
She had to work 50 hours a
week just to make ends meet.
"It took a while - 10 years but I finally came back to
school," she said.
At 32, she is nearly a junior
and hopes to have a degree in
business or computers within
two years.
The mother of two pre-school
daughters, she still works 40 to
45 hours a week while maintaining about eight hours of
classes per semester.
"You just make the time for
school," she said. "There's time
to do what you need to do if you

Men's golf at the Billy Hitchcock
Invitational in Auburn, Ala.

make the time."
Warner said she still has
dreams of opening her own
restaurant. Her husband is a
chef, she says, and they feel
they could operate a strong
business.
"But I'm not even going to try
it without my degree," she said.
"I really believe that is the difference between operating a
marginal business
and operating a successful business."
While she admits no one
could have told her these things
when she was a young woman,
she intends to stress the importance of a post-secondary edu-

cation to her children.
"I used to think 'who needs to
go to school? I have all the onthe-job-training I need.' But I
figured out you need a lot more
than knowing bow
to answer to someone else.
Ultimately, you need to know
every aspect of running a business if you're going to be successful."
She believes the courses of
study she is pursuing will help
her find the know ledge she
needs to be successful.
"There are no guarantees," she
said. "Put, then, there are no
guarantees in life, are there?"
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Women's tennis vs. Troy State,
varsity tennis courts, 1 p.m.
Women's golf at the TMC
Championships in Macon, Ga.
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Your UCF newspaper is online at
anew address, www.UCFFuture.com!

Evervthing in
print, PIUS
~

more stories •
color pictures •
breaking news •
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• top news from past issues
• movie review archive
• music review archive
•

•
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GET
NETWORKING!

•

StaffingSolutions·

•

by Personnel One·

Build Your Resume
Even Before You
Finish Your Training

Summer I Seasonal and Long Term
Opportunities Available with
Orlando's Top Companies

...
+ADMINISTRATIVE
+ CLERICAURECEPTION
+CUSTOMER SERVICE

+DATA ENTRY
+ PROFESSIONAL
+ INSIDE SALES

N. Orlando

Downtown

S. Orlando

875-0220

422-5800

850-2250

Never a Fee

•

Division of Staffing Resources

MagicTech Computers, Inc.

~
•

Save S20 off Repair
Charges with valid Student ID

-.·:-.·:-.·: O" nrd & Opt'rakd By l lCF Alumnus -.•:-.·:-.'•

•

•

Pentium 200MMX

6584 University Blvd
Winter Park, FL

Phone:

Com~lete i
-.> .
.
Com~uter

•

673-3377

Mon-Thur 9-6
Fri & Sat 9-5

. .-

System

1

c:o
CV:>

includes 14 • 28dp ~
TIX SVGA Monitor

i
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&
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[J]]) ~ ~ ~- www.mag1ctec.com
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Kruczek to coach Culpepper in
annual Black and Gold Game
FromPAGE20

together in his senior year
spring, so that's what we're
going to do. I'm going to coach
one side, unlike Gene
[McDowell], and probably Paul
[offensive coordinator Paul
Lounsberry] and 'Chiz [defensive coordmator Gene Chizik]
will coach the' other side and
Daunte will be with me. I
haven 't lost too many of these
things."
Chizik said he doesn't want
to be the head coach that goes
against a fired up Culpepper in
his final Black and Gold game .
"I'm not really sure who the
head coaches will be, but I
know one thing: it's not going
to be me," Chizik said. "That's
all l know."
Kruczek said he won the ·
previous two years against
Culpepper by drafting heavily
on the defensive side of the
ball, which is a theory
Lounsberry will likely imitate.
Kruczek said the coaches meeting often get as heated as the
players during the game.
"It's pretty interesting,"
Kruczek said. "There's a strategy thing that goes on Tuesday
morning. There are arguments,
I mean it gets crazy in there. It
gets worse than the players."
Here's to competition.
"[The game has] a friendly
feel, but when you put these
guys in a competitive situation,
as far as football is concerned,
it's going to get crazy,"
Kruczek said.

but I hope Culpepper's continued health keep you on the
sidel,ines) and it's fargely due
to the system the coaching staff
uses to break up the team.
In the days of Gene
McDowell, (can't you imagine
the circle-rimmed glasses, Bear
Bryant-hat and half-chewed
stogie right about now?) the
offensive and defensive coordinators would split the team up
via a draft. The rules were _
whoever got the first pick, the
other coach would get the next
Culpepper
two selections to compensate
and then they would go backHe even re-entered the game
in the fourth quarter to try and
and-forth, taking one player at
rally the Gold team to victory.
a time. A key rule was that if a
"He doesn't like to lose at
coach took a starter at a certain
position, the other coach imme- Tic-Tac-Toe," Kruczek said.
"That's just Culpepper.
diately got the backup.
He expects to win at every· To make a long story short:
thing he does and that's what's
In 1997, when then defensive
coordinator Brian VanGorder
going to make him a success in
took Culpepper with the first
life. That's what makes him
pick, then offensive coordinator such a success academically. I
think that's a tremendous qualiKruczek took the team's best
pass rusher, the team's starting
ty. He wants to win and he hasn't won one yet, so obviously
left tackle and he got Thorpe,
· we're going to try and give him
all before VanGorder got to
choose a second player.
the resources to get that done."
The result: Kruczek's Black
The rules on dividing the
team quarterbacks had all the
players will be the same this
year, but Kruczek said he will
time they needed to throw,
coach Culpepper regardless of
while Culpepper was running
which team he is on. Kruczek
from defensive end Jermaine
Benoit most of the afternoon.
is hoping a spring game victory
will strengthen the bond
Look at the numbers: Thorpe
between them.
went 17 of 22 for 198 yards
and a touchdown, while
"My opponents the last two
years have taken him," Kruczek
Culp~pper was nine of 16 with
said. "I promised Daunte last
two interceptions.
year that he and I would work
Black 31 Culpepper 20.
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A Hand Against
Breast Cancer
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MEMORIAL PROGRAM

For information
on Breast Self
Examination, call

can make a big difference

in cancer control
For information on

I how to give, call
f AMERICAN CANCER SOOETY
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1·800·ACS·2345

1·800·ACS·2345
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Receivers have mediocre
performances in scrimmage
From PAGE 20
bles.
"It was a lot better than last week as far as overall performance by both sides," coach Mike
Kruczek said. "Last week the offense dominated
and the defense kind of rolled over. They've been
stepping it up all week. It was a much better
effort and they executed well and forced the
offense into some errors."
Dropped passes and the solid defense frustrated Culpepper, who completed only four of his
last 14 passes. Culpepper finished the scrimmage
11 of 24 for 158 yards and two touchdown passes to Nonsant. He also carried 12 times for a
scrimmage-high 107 yards.
Culpepper had one of his better plays shortly
after one of his worst. The series after Moore
intercepted a deflected pass, Culpepper drew the
defense offsides on a third and one and then took
the free play and ran through the middle of the
defense, breaking three or four tackles en route to
a 45-yard gain. Kruczek rated the standout quarterback's effort as OK, adding that the senior-tobe can do better. Culpepper said there is plenty to
work on before the Sept. 5 seas9n opener at
Louisiana Tech.
"Dropped passes kind of slows down things
momentum-wise, but then again good offenses
don't let things like that slow them down,"
Culpepper said. "Our execution level wasn't up
to par and everybody knew it. We just have to
take it with a grain of salt, forget about what's in

the past and look towards the next play."
Kruczek wasn't as -quick to dismiss the
offense's troubles.
"We dropped more balls today than in the other
ten practices combined," said Kruczek.
"You cannot drop passes in a passing attack and
remain consistent moving the ball. Joey Hubbard
dropped them, the backs dropped them and the
receivers dropped them. You can't do that."
Wide receiver Charles Lee had t~e most effective day of all the receivers, making six catches
for 111 yards, including a 67-yard touchdown
from Jason Thorpe. Blake Thames and Tavirus
Davis each had five receptions and a touchdown,
while Nonsant's only two receptions of the day
going for scores.
Receiver Siaba Burley, who led UCF in receptions, yards and touchdown catches in 1997, c~n
tinues to sit out contact drills and will likely ffilSS
the Black and Gold game April 11.
"You always miss a guy that hauls in 70 passes
for you," Culpepper said. "He's a leader on the
team and he'll do a lot of positive things when he
gets back."
Burley said he still has hopes for playing in the
spring finale.
.
"I'm going to try .it next week and see how 1t
feels but I hope to be back for the Black and Gold
Game," Burley said. "It's interesting to sit back
and watch the guys play. They ran good routes
and it will all come together. I should be out there
soon."
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Baseball team hopes to regroup with 'Stetson series
FromPAGE20

were on fire with their bats the last
couple of innings. We ·weren't as
aggressive as they were and that's
pretty much the bottom line."
UCF left 16 runners on base in
the doubleheader, including six
potential game-breaking runs in
the fourth and fifth innings of the
late game. Bergman said the team
had similar problems against FIU
last year, as the Panthers swept the
series at the UCF Baseball
Complex in 1997.
"Last year, we couldn't shut them
down in the end and this year we
couldn't shut them down at the
end," he said. "They just wanted
the game a little more than we did
that's basically it."
After never leading in the early
game, UCF jumped out to a 3-0
lead in the finale, but the Knights
found themselves in a 3-3 tie by the
seventh inning. Freshman closer
Jason Arnold, who entered the
game with a 0.43 ERA, pitched in
the seventh and had his worst outing as Knight.
Arnold gave up four runs, four

Senior pitcher Todd Bellhom (80, 1.29 ERA) struggled against
FIU, giving up three earned runs
and seven hits over 4.2 innings on
April 3.
''A Typical example of not wo~k
ing ahead in the count," Bellhom
said. "You have to get the ball over
the heart of the plate when the
count is 2-0 or 3-1. We didn't let
the game get out of hand and I
think they had a sense in them in
the last inning [that we would beat
them] when we got a couple of
guys on."
The team's late-inning luck ran
out in the April 4 doubleheader, as
FIU made late scoring surges to
earn the sweep. The Panthers (2517, 4-2 TAAC) scored nine runs in
the final two innings of the first
game and five in the sixth inning of
the second to defeat UCF 12-4 and
8-3, respectively.
''They just out-swung us," said
UCF shortstop Eric Riggs. ''We've
got to tip our hats to them, they

FOR
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hits and walked two of the eight
batters he faced in only two-thirds
of an inning, leading to final, 8-3,
score.
Despite its problems against FIU,
the team is confident it can bounce
back.
"We just have to get back to hitting and playing UCF baseball,"
Riggs said. "Sometimes you get
the bounce, and sometimes you
don't. As long as you hit hard, you
can't do anything else."
Looking Ahead: A rematch of
the 1997 TAAC Championship
Game is set for April 10 as UCF
will play a three-game series with
Stetson University (19-19-1, 3-3)
on April 10-11. The team tied the
season series in 1997, 3-3, but the
Knights defeated Stetson in the
tournament, 14-9, to win the
TAAC title.
The Knights might be able to cure
their offensive woes against
Stetson. No one on Stetson's starting staff has a winning record and
its best pitcher, Jeff House, is 3-4

RESEARCH

with a 5 .40 ERA. Although the
Hatters team ERA (6.06) is almost
twice as high as UCF's (3.15, first
in the TAAC), their offense is
steady.
Sammy Serrano leads the Hatters
in batting average (.503), RBI (42)
and hits (78). Stetson's hitting
(.325 team average) compares
favorably to UCF's (.292).
Statistics aside, the outcome of the
series may again come down to late
game performance, Bergman said.
"You have to approach every
game in the conference just like it's
the "Only game," Bergman said.
"There's so much parity between
the four schools in the conference
that we just have to go out and play
hard, take advantage of the situations and score some runs. It's not
really that hard to figure out."

Notebook: Before facing
Stetson, the Knights played at
South Florida on April 7. UCF will
face the Bulls two more times in
April: at USF on the 14th and at
home on the 21st. The Knights

won the most recent match-up 107 on March 30th to tie the season
series at 1-1. ... UCF leads the alltime series with Stetson 40-32. The
doubleheader
between
with
Stetson April 11 will be televised
on Sunshine Network. The first
game begins at noon .... Coach Jay
Bergman received his first ejection
of the season in the early game
against FIU on April 4 after arguing over a close call at first base.
FIU center fielder Jirn Molina hit
an infield grounder to the left of the
pitcher's mound. UCF pitcher
Chris Miller threw the ball to first
baseman Matt Bowser, who apparently tagged the base seconds
before Molina arrived. Molina
crashed into Bowser, jarring the
ball loose and the first base umpire
ruled Molina safe. ... Catcher Erik
Johnson is on a 14-game hitting
streak, which breaks his previous
best of 12.... UCF earned a No. 25
ranking in the Collegi&.te Baseball
Division I Baseball poll for the
week of March 30.
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Defensive improvement makes
tor compeliliVe scrimmage

•

By TONY MEJIA
Staff Writer

UCF's first-team defense had to be
thinking "here we go again" after
Daunte Culpepper dissected it in the
first two drives of the second scrimmage of spring on April 4. After all,
Culpepper led UCF to six touchdowns
in seven drives in the first scrimmage,
and made his 8-yard touchdown run
and a 17-yard touchdown pass to wide
receiver Mark Nonsant look effortless.
The defense rallied, however, holding
Culpepper and the potent first-team
offense scoreless in their next six drives.
"The defense stepped it up tremendously," Culpepper said. "It was their
attitude that made the difference. Their
attitude was so much better than it was
last week. They were tenacious, sliding
around, getting good sticks and good
hits on the ball. They did everything
that you look for in a defense."
The second-team defense was
impressive as well, forcing turnovers in
each of the second-team offense's first
three possessions and not allowing a
score in the first six.
Jeff Mauldin and Tito Rodriguez each
had two sacks, while Paul Miranda and
Justen Moore secured interceptions.
The defense also forced a pair of furnSee RECEIVERS, Page 18
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Senior outfielder Todd Bellhorn, left, and
freshman first baseman Matt Bowser, who
have combined for 16 home runs, had no RBis
in the Florida International series.

Knights' offense
struggles, FIU
takes doubleheader
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer

FUTURE file photo

The Black and Gold Game will be held at the Florida Citrus Bowl at 3 p.m. on
April 11. The game will also be broadcast on 540 The Team.

Culpepper looking fOr first Black and Gold victory
By DEREK GONSOULIN
Sports Editor

Quarterback Daunte Culpepper is
going to have the best season of his
collegiate ·career under the new regime
of coach Mike Kruczek.
That statement should turn from
opinion to fact, barring injury (Shut
up!), quite early in the upcoming season. With a.softer schedule, well softer
as going from banging your head
against reinforced concrete to plate
glass, Culpepper should be a Reisman
front-runner, especially if he can lead
the Knights to victory at Auburn,

Louisiana
Tech and
Purdue.
Kruczek, the former offensive coordinator turned head coach and former
Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback, and his
potential NFL star are together for one
last season. One more year to make
UCF's dreams of a bowl game with
Culpepper in the huddle (and with an
interim head coach Kruczek on the
sideline) come true.
But before Kruczek has a chance to
put the finishing touches on (who the
program hopes to be) the No. 1 NFL
draft pick in 1999, perhaps Kruczek

can give Culpepper something one
would think he would already have ·
three of: a victory in the Black and
Gold game.
It may sound absurd, but Culpepper
has yet to win one of the spring classics and he wants to win the final one
badly.
"No doubt," Culpepper said. "I've
lost everyone I've been in and this is
my last one, so I've got to win the last
one going out."
He's been beaten by backup quarterbacks (and no slight to Jason Thorpe,
See KRUCZEK, Page 17

The baseball team, fresh off its first 3-0 start in
Trans America Athletic Conference play, seemed
ready for its three-game series with conference
rival Florida International. The Knights (26-13, 42 TAAC) lost two of three against the Panthers,
however, leaving the schools tied for first in the
TAAC South Division.
UCF won the opener on April 3 before getting
outscored 20-7 in the doubleheader on April·4. The
team struggled to drive in base runners, leaving 29
stranded in 23 innings. The strongest part of the
Knights' batting order, the third, fourth and fifth
positions, had only two RBis in 29 at-bats.
"We just left too many runners on base," UCF
coach Jay Bergman said. "Just about every inning
we had runners in scoring position. We just didn't
get key hits at the right time."
The Knights used a ninth-inning rally to earn
their lone win over FIU, 6-5, on April 3. UCF left
13 runners on base in ·the game, but it didn't prevent the team from beating the Panthers, Bergman
said.
"We just kept battling back. Our pitching kept us
in the ball game," Bergman said. "We got some
clutch hits and we just kept battling back, that's all
you could say really."
See BASEBALL, Page 19
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Running back goes to the White House

Jones invited to NBA scouting tournament

UCF running back Dwight Collins received the Giant Steps
Basketball senior Mark Jones was selected to play at the
Award for most courageous male student-athlete from prestigious Portsmouth Invitational Tournament in
President Bill Clinton at a private reception at the White Portsmouth, Va, which was played April 2-5.
House on April 6 to recognize the 11th annual National
The annual tournament showcases 64 of the top collegiate
Student-Athlete Day.
players in the country to NBA scouts and fans. The invited
The Giant Steps Award is a national award given out for players were divided into eight, eight-man teams and played
accomplishment in the classroom, the playing field and in the in double-elimination fonnat.
community. Collins, who has been deaf since the age of 11
Jones' Portsmouth Invitational team, MD Designs, won its
months as a result of meningitis, received Disney's 1997 _game on April 2, 104-83. Jones had 19 points and grabbed a
Spirit Award, maintains a 3.4 GPA, led UCF with 6.5 yards- team-high 10 rebounds. The MD Designs team consisted of:
per-carry average, and is a fifth degree black belt.
Shammond Williams, North Carolina; Billy Thomas,
Collins will receive the award along with five other recipi- Kansas; Jarrod West, West Vrrginia; Ryan Buwen, Iowa;
ents, including fonner Grambling State head coach Eddie Andrew Betts, Long Beach State; Torraye Braggs, Xavier;
Robinson and Tampa Bay Buccaneers running back Warrick and Carlos Daniel, Washington State.
Dunn.

'Ihlck team faces tough competition at Disney
The women's track and field_team. competed in the Bill
Buchalter Supremacy Cup held atDisney's Wide World of
Sports on April 4. UCF competed against Southern
Methodist, Arkansas, Florida, and South Carolina; teams that
finished in the top 10 at last year's NCAA Division I Outdoor
Championships.
UCF's Corliss Cade placed second in the triple jump (36feet, l.5-inches) and finished fourth in the 100-meter high
hurdles (14.82 seconds), while teammate Michele Boike
placed fifth in the 100-meter high hurdles (14.89), the long
jump (17-feet, 5-inches) and the high jump (5-feet, 2-inches).
Nikeisha Skyers placed third in the 400-meter low hurdles
with her 1:04.85 finish.
In the distance runs, Anne Panaggio had the top finish for

See UCF, Page 15
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